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cuttcsri.iN (X,CNII KENTUCKY 101110A1', Al:CUST
Wheat sowing time will soon
be here. The best fallowing ploivs are
i
RIV311 MILL AND VJL€JAN.
Both give entire satisfaction ond
are Guaranteed to be the !test plows made.
In Drills we carry
iAo 44a
Both with or without fertilizer at-
tachment. Disc or hoe. Both Guaranteed.
In Fertilizers we carry
Horseshoe, Homestead,
Ammer Bone Meal & National
the formula of these goods are of the highest. We
have sold them 7 years and c4n find none better,
Bnv -11-6111P1'1_11 .111n
lnerease the yield twenty pf r cent.
Mog ul Wagons,
Majestic Ranges, Delker Woodhull, Troy and other makPs of
13TIGGIMS,
Rubber ties fyou want them.
We Solidt Your Trade,
FORBES at MF10,,
10th and Main streets.
PUBLIC APPRECIATIONi--
-iNERVES OUR EFFORTS
And we are showing our appreciation by
the prices we are making .
If It Is High Class Goods
You are thinking of, link us with your thoughts and we will convince
you that the best is not too good, if prices are right. ;Remember that
we can show you anything you need in
HARNESS, SADDLES 9 BLANKETS,
Collars, Back-bands, hanles, Chaines, Etc., and an elegant line of LAP
DUSTERS. We carry the LARGEST STOCK and give the LOWEST
PRICES.
F. A. YOST & CO






By the New Era
Reporters.
Ncw Mall Ron to
After next month the mail route from
this city to Fairview will be chauged to
run from Pembroke to Fairview.
Doves Plentiful.
Doves are sail to be plentiful and the
fields have been full of hunters since
August 1, when the law prohibiting the
killing of doves expired.
Labor Day.
Governor Bradley Thursday afternoon
issued the followine proclarnatim :
"In accordance with the custom and
as a tributs to the laborers of the Com-
monwealth, the 6th day of September
te at is hereby named as •Labor Day.'"
Hog Cholera.
Eibs.rt Wallace, a planter living in the
evi•steael, Southern Kentucky, neigh-
borhood, has lost 125 head of hogs from
cholera withia the past few days. Other
planters of that vicinity are losing hogs
from the same disease. -Clarksville
Chronicle.
Rooms Removed.
A small frame buildieg, belonging to
Mrs. P. C. Richardson, was removed
from North Clay Thursday to the rear
of the Rodgers residence on Ninth St.
Mrs. Richardson bought the latter place
some time ago from John Moayon and
will take possession next mouth.
Mr Long.
Mr. Clifton Long, of this city, will
teach the Gracey schcol next year. He
is a well edrisated and highly intelligent
young man, and was eraduated from
both the Public Schen] and South Ken-
tucky Coll( ge. The people of racey
are to be congratulated on securing his
services.
Handsomely Entertained
Mr. Will P. Norton entertained the
Christian County Hunting Club, Thurs-
day, at his hospitable and beautiful
farm, South of the city on the Clarks-
vide road. The guests were provided
with everything that would give them
pleasureete hiding a substantial dinner.
One feature of Om entertainment was
pigeon shooting.
Todd's Tobacco.
If is said by a iininber of Todd's best
tobacco growers Bee tobacco worms
were never so thiek at this early season
as now. The crop is estimated at only
half acreage and hard work will have
to be done against worms to house that
as it should be. As an example of the
amount .of eggs on the plauts, J. W.
Thompson, a leading grower, says he
caught, a few days ago, just 2,200 eggs
off of a half acre of his crop.
Romantic Marriage
Miss L M. Reif( ty, of Greenfield, has
been at Douglass, in the Southern I art
of Christian county, for several months.
She was sent away from home by her
parents to prevent her from
marrying Mr. L. M. Hamilton, a
young man who lives near Paris,
roan. Thursday the young man, after
a lung search, succeeded in discovering
the whereabouts of his sweetheart. He
managed to get a (hence to talk with
tier. She agreed to an °liniment. They
went to Clarksville and at four o'clock
in the afternoon were married by Squire
Caldwell in the ladies' waiting room of
the L. & N. depot. Then they left for
the groom's home. Thursday was the
first time they had met in three years.
Local Market.
Receipts for two week   705 lihde
Receipts for year  l6,32.))
Sales for week  eee
Sales for yeas .12 est
Offerings for week  608
Rejections for week  3:0
HOPKINSVILLE 91.70fA.TIONS.
L1.118.
Low lags. I 00or 1 60
tIonituou   1 60or 2 00
Medium    2 Mee 3 50
time/  4 00(g 4 50
Fine    4 50e( 5 50
LEAF.
(lommen   4 00k 500
Medium  5 50(a 7 40
(;ood    8 00(ct 10 Oo
Fine   10 Ofees12 00
-ens- - - 
Just try a 10e box of Cascarets, the
tinest liver and bowel regulator ever
made.
F3r Mothers.











condition to do their work
perfectly. That makes preg-
nancy less painful, shortens
labor and hastens recovery after
child-birth. It helps a woman
bear strong healthy children.
TI mc EtRF IPS T •
ine of Cl r
has also brought happiness to
thousands of homes barren for
years. A few doses often brings
joy to loving hearts that long
for a darling baby. No woman
should neglect to try it for this
trouble. It cures nine cases out
of ten. All druggists sell Wine
of Cardui. Peer per bottle.
For advice In cases requiring special
directions. address. giving SyMptTS,
the "Ladies' A ivisory Departroent,"
The Chattanooga Medicine Co- Chatta-
nooga. Tenn.
Mrs. LOUISA HALE,
of renerson, Ga., says:
" When I first look Wine of Cardul
we hal been married three years, but
could not have any children. Nin•
months tater I had a One girl baby."
FAIR COMPETITION
May Be The Result of Dr.
Clardy's Measure.
WILL HELP GROWERS
As ConJiiitIons are Noe. Issues are all
Peoled.
THE PRESIDENT SHOULD ACT AT ONCE.
It is lived that the measure Dr. Clar-
dy got through Congress by a special
House resolution in the last hours,cloth-
lug the President with authority to in-
vestigate the discrimination against
the sale of tobaccoes exported from this
to other countries will be aggressively
acted upon by that high functionary
without loss of time, easy the Cadiz Tel-
ephone.
If the President succeeds in renewing
the restrictions complained cf, whioh
are worked by the foreign regie tobacco
buyers, it will be a great thing for Ken-
tucky tobacco growers, because it would
be the means of maintaining fair com-
petition among foreign buyers for all
classes if the weed. As now operated
the issu, s are all peeled, and the maim-
fecturess estimate just how much tobac-
co they vant, and they elect their 1 uy-
era to come to oar shores and buy just
so much at about their own figure.
Of course, the regie buyers occasion-
ally meet with feeble local competition,
hut it is so punny that instead of being
an emburrassinent to their interest it has
served the purpose of breaking down
the loi g-drawu-out profits th, ir eon
corns have elijeyed at the expense of the
productrs of eertaiu types of tobacco
they cannot hay in any oth( r market at
first hued than those of this country.
411.-
Going Blind.
The Rev. E. M. Crowe, a popular
Methoeist minister of Hartford, and
well-khown in this city, is losing his
eyesight, and in a short time will be to-
tally blind.
Fire at Crofton.
The dwelling house of James Martin,
near Crofton, was burned hut Friday.
The fire caught from a flue in the kitch-
en while Mrs. Martin was ironing
Nothiog was saved but a few bed
clothes.
Suit f..r $1.500.
George A. and Mrs. Annie Clark
brought suit Sat'elay against thePhoenix
Insurance Cempany for $1,500, alleging
that tie ir stock of goods, iusured with
the defendants, was damaged to this
amount by fire.
Former Citizen Dead.
Mr Thomas Letellier, a former well-
known (-it z in of this count', died last
rhurseey at his home in Pueblo, Col.
Funeral services w re held on the fol-
lowing day under the auspices of the
MILSOliie fraternity.
New Postal Cards.
Many persons will be glad to know
that the postoffice department in order-
ing a new lot of postal card a has con-
tracted once more for tee) sizes, and
that if the smaller s:ze proves popular it
ill continue stock.
Wins a Pri4A.
A short time ago, a well known publi-
cation, -Woman's World and Jenness
Monthly," offered a handsome
diamond ring to the person making the
most words from the word "instrue-
hon." Miss Lelia Diugnid, of this city,
was the fortunate winner of the rug
She m ide four hundred words.
I. C. Stock.
Eike& Central stock went up Fri-
day from $102.50, at which price it was
Iluoted the first of the month, to$107 50,
a share for employes, at which price it
will be sold during the month unless
there is another rise.
This increase is duo to the tinpreee-
dente I increase in business, which is in-
creasing daily. ItaBroad men fully ex-
pect to see the stock go up again.
e _
A Good Small Prim for Sale.
We will sell on reasonable terms to
suit purchaser and at a very reasonable
price, a farm belonging Mrs. Eliza J.
(.'attells ( formerly Fleming) containing
156 acres, fairly well-improved, dwell-
ing house on it containing three rooms
and kitchen and other out houses; 1(5)
acres cleared and in cultivation and 56
acres well timbered. This land lies le
miles South of Hopkinsville, Ky., ote
mile from Howell, Ky , a railroad sta.
time on the Clarksville and Princeton
division of the Louisville & Nashville
Railroad, in an exeelleet neighborhood,
school house on edge of place and con-
venient to churches and mills. d&wtt
HUNTER WOOD &
July 16, 1897. Attorneys.
Breathitt far Governor.
While the convention had but one
nominee to make, it developed a large
number of aspirants for offieial prefet •
,nellt at the le xt State convention it
599, when a full ti,-ket will be nomi
eat. d, says the Paducah Sun. The fol
!owing well-known Republicans are be
ing groomed by their friends for (Some
nor : Judge George Denny, Gen. Tay
Mr, pre sent Attorney General, Stat.
And tor Sam Stone, Judge W. H Holt.
Judge James Breathitt, of Christie'
seamy and present Circuit Judge, Sam
J. Hebert'', the brilliant editor of th,
Lexington Leader, and Chairman of th.
last State campalsot rommittee. It is
teus seen that the G P. will nut suf-
feifor want of gubernateuiel timbei
teo years tweet..
I irse i. medy.
W. M. Repine, editor T'skilwa, Ill
"Chief," says: "We won't keep house
without Dr. King's New Discovery for
leSensumption, coughs and colds. Ex-
pernnented with many others, but never
got the true remedy until we used Dr.
King's New Discovery. No tther rem-
edy ran take its place in our home, as
di it we have a certain and sure cure
for coughs, colds, whooping cough, etc."
It is idle to experiment with other rem-
edies, even if they are urged on you as
just us good as Dr. King's New Discov-
ery. They are not as goof!, bee-muse this
remedy has a record of cures end be-
r
ides is guaranteed. It never fai's to
satisfy. Trial bottles free at R. C.
Harda ick's drug store.,
11111111M1011111011.11Wierilb.
1 , 7 VOIsl e
SOCIAL STORIETTEi,
Entertainment In Honor of
Miss Blakemore.
FOLKS AND FUNCTIONS
Dance at Kcinnedy -Miss Alice Szobey-
Wheeling Party.
WHAT IS HAPPENING IN LO:AL SO'S'ETY
The entertainment given Fri. night at
Mrs. W. T. Blakeinore's, on Eest
seventh street, brought together a con-
genial ereepany of pretty girls and gal-
lant young men. The gust t of honor
W.I8 Miss Annie Blaken ore, a ch irming
Louisville belle and society editor of the
Louisville Dispatch. The evening was
a continuous round of rare pleasure.
Per those who danced good music and a
smooth floor were furnished. Delicious
refreshment were served. Those present
were:
Misses-
Madge Fairleigh, Edith Boulware,
Lizzie Mercer, Belle Moore,
Sarah Mason, -Martha Burnett,
"Hareleahtle;" Cadiz;
Ritchie Burnett, Ethel Gunn,
.lane Kay Lyne, Harriet McClure,
Lexington; Ft ankfort ;
Annie Todd Kelly, Grace Wood,
Eloise Nelson, Mary Withers,
Willie Rust, Reedville, N. C.



























Thursday ,night a pleasant lawn
dance was given at the home of Mr
Henry Herndon near Kennedy. Among
those who attended were Mimes Ritchie
Burnett, Eloise Nelson, Sarah Mason;
Messrs. Gordon and M. H. Nelson, Jr.
They were chaperoned by Mrs. M. A.
Mason.
+ + t
Princeton Banner: "The German club
gave an informal dance Tuesday night
in honor of Miss Scobey,of Hopkinsville,
and MIES Thurman, of Crittenden
Springs. The affair was greatly enjoy-
ed and was prolific of much amusement.
It was well attended."
Princeton Republican: "A picnic was
given in Satterfield's bottom Tuesday
evening in honor of Miss Scobey, of
Hopkinsville."
+ + t
Miss Louise Browning entertained
Wednesday evening in honor of her vis-
itor, Miss Mettle Sue Browning, of near
Hopkinsville.-Elkton Pregrees.
+ +
Capt. John Felaud is making prelimi-
nary arrang• ments for a swell military
ball which will be given soon at the ar-
mory.
+ + +
A very pleasant euchre party was
given at the home of Mrs. M. Cohen
F,i lay night in honor of her guest, Miss
















W. L. Bamberger, Harry Lipetine,
Sam Frankel, George Hart,
Joel Cohen.




Robert J and John R. Gentry will ap-
pear at the Louisville October meeting




The State Grand Ledge of United
Brothers of Friendship, colored, which
was in session at Henderson all Met
week, elected °Meets Friday. If. F.
Smith, colored, of this city, was elected
Deputy Grand Master of the State.
- e
buccced• Fryers.
The removal of Prof. S. L. Frogge,
formerly of this city, to Middlesborough
left the Uniontown public school with-
out a principal. Thursday Prof. H. C.
Gardiner was elected to succeed Prof.
Emerge. There were more than a wore
of applicants for the position.
Child Killed.
Ily Telephone.)
While walking Red River trestle Fr.
lay in come iny with another girl, a
twelve-years-old daughter of Dock
Owens, near Clarkeville, was struck by
a freight engine. She fell to the ground
forty•feet bt•low, and was killed.
No Cure-No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell
Grove's Taetelese Chill Tonic for chills
end malaria. It is simply iron and qui-
nine in a tasteless form. Children love
it. Adults prefer it to bitter, nauseat-
ing tonics. Price, 50c. t&s (l&w fano
- - -
NOTES AND COMMENTS
Odds and Ends of News
Told Tersely.
LOCAL AND GENERAL
A Collection of Stray Items Thai Wit Interest
Most People,
GOSSIP GATHERED FROM MANY SOURCES
JUST A Qt-ESHON : WHAT HAS BECOME
of the '•Public Library"?
se%
with heart bowed down by weight of woe
Ile stands alone, great grief he feels:
Ely him gsy throngs of peop/e go,—
He has no bike; they're all on wheels.
s**)
I WISH I COULD TEI.1, THE PUBLIC THAT
the booking for the coming season at
Holland's Opsra-house is completed and
that the theater-goers will witness a su-
perior line of sterling attractions ROOD.
Alas! I Can not. Those who must be
amused may chase over to Clarksville
and see some good shows. The season
there opens the second week in next
month with Richard and Pringle's Geor-
gia Minstrels, followed by "McFee's
Matrimonial Bureau," which played
here last year, on the 13th. eSinbad,"
a comic opera, IP next on the list of en-
tertainments, and the big burlesque,
"Devil's Auction," goes there early in
the season. Many good shows visit th:s
part of Ke.titu:•ky and we should be able
to get a few of them here. Among the
attractions booked by the BowlingGreen
opera-house are the Arnold-Woolford
Dramatic Company, Sept. 6; Al G.
Fields' Minstrels, Sept. 13; Thomas W.
Keen, tragedian; "Bonnie Scotland,"
"Human Hearts," James Young, trage-
dian; and -Under the Red Robe." a
dramatization of Stanley J. Weyman's
celebrated novel.
THREE HOPEI!): SWILLE SOCIETY BUDS
put their pretty heads together and after
mature deliberation decided that it was
their duty to call on some visitors.
"It's a great bore, but lets go and get
through with it," said one.
"Yes; for it won't do for them to
think we are not willing to receive them
into our circle," assented another.
"Guises well have to make them have
a nice time while they are here," sighed
the third.
So, attired in their loveliest dresses,
they sailed forth. They were ushered
into the parlor of the residence. The
visitors were not in sight. Presently
the lady of the house entered the room.
"I'm glad to see you, children,"shesaid;
"but I expect you've made a mistake.
The young ladies to whom your cards
were presented are older than you.
They go with the big girls you know,
and-"
But she did not get an opportunity to
fluieh. The three maidens, with their
noses tilted in the air at an angle of
about eielvy inx degrees, were sweeping
indignantly through the front door.
"Well I Dever! ' they exclaimed in
chorus.
&les
A SCHOOL BOY WHO READS THE N EWs-
papers, submits the following composi-
tion :
"Lynchiu' is wrong. It hurts the
limb, of the beautiful trees where the
birds sing. It hurts the people what's
lynched. 1 hey should have a regular
hangln' and sell peanuts and lemonade.
People what's hung regular, by law, al-
ways go to heaven. I don't want to go
to heaven that way."
•*.
Ariiso SEcRETARY OF THR INTERIOR
Department has issued an official warn-
ing to parties who intended going to
the Alaskan gold fields telling of the
dangers to be encountered, and the diffi-
culties involved. The circular is based
upon information which came to the de-
partment since the rush started.
•`.
AL tee ‘'s reetceet MINES WILL DO WEI.I.
to MIDIS near the gold production in the
early days of California. In 1848, the
year of discovery, California's placers
yielded $5,000,000; in 1849, ,23,0c0,000 ;
in 1850; $50,000,000; in 1851, $55,000,000;
in 1852, $60,000,00e; in 1853, $65,000,000.
In 1861 the placers were still yielding
$40,000,000. Between 1848 and 1896
California added to the rld's gold
supply $1,e63,115,604, *nn its annual
yield now is $16,000,000. Aleiska must
not yet insist that it is a second Califor-
nia.
•••
SOMICIIHNO ABM' r THE NUthiftrrs OWNED
by Queen Victoria may prove of inter-
mt. Here are most famous:
The Irseceimb nugget, found January,
1852, weighing 27 pounds; a second nug-
get, found September, 1852, weighing 28
pounds, presented to the queen: a third
nugget, found October, 1852, weighing
57 pounds: the Sarah Sands nugget,
found Jan. 1, 1853, weighing 134
pounds; the Blanche Bart ly nugget,
found Aug. 27, 1S57, weighing 145
pounder.
eles
The tweley-seeelie eneual meeting
,if the South h domes- linstian Mis-
sionary and Sunday School Association
will cueveue at Paducah Tuesday, Octo-
ber 5th, and continue from the 5th to
ith of that mouth inclusil e. Al. E.
Webb, of Trenton, Ky., is President
and Janice H. Kerr, of Henderson, is
Secretary of the association. Thirty




has ordered twelve assessment com•
panne doing business in the State to
present their tolicies for inspection and
to have S creel Kentneky Statutes,
inserted in the Hide s Utilees this is
done the ir license will be revoked.
It reads: "Payment-of amount deeig-
slated itt this policy is conditiored upon
same le Mg re ale d from the solueitAry
dot atioes or from admission feet', dues
and essesemeem, or any of them collect-
ed or to b• collected from the members
thereof, or members of the clam there-
in."
a..
Of the 250 stamps which have been is-
sued the values have ranged from 1 cent
to $5,000. Five dollars is the highest
value among postage stems, but news-
paper stamps reach the hundred dollar
mark, while a revenue stamp may reach
In 1875 a law was passed prohibiting
the use of the portraits of living men oti
the United States stamps, thus placing
living men in the same position that
women occupied, whether dead or alive,
for no woman's portrait has ever graced
a stamp belonging to the United States,
postal or revenue.
"They don't make much fuse about
it." We are speaking of De Witt's Lit-
tle Early Risers, the famous little pills
for constipation, bilionsness and all,
stomach and liver troubles. They never





TO A BLUEGRASS MAN.
Miss Kate Wooldridge. of This City. Becomes
Hary Montgomery.
-"t"-
CEREMONY PERFIORMED IN NASHVILLE.
Local society leas been in a flutter of
excitement sinde Sunday afternoon
when it became nown that Miss Kate
Wooldridge and hdr. Harry L. Mont-
gomery were maeried. .
The announcerhent came as a com-
plete surprise to ihe many friends and
admirers of the yipung lady, who is one
of ilopkinsville's most attractive belles
The Wednesdair previous Miss Wool-
dridge went to Naahville ostensibly to
spend several weeks with relatives
Sunday a telwraru was received
which stated thai she and Mr. Mont
gomery were quietly joined Saturday
evening. Immediately after the mar-
riage the couple sift for their future.
home in Georgeteiwn.
The bride is a daughter of Mr. Joseph
0. Wooldridge, of this city. Her beau-
ty, wit and gracinusneee combined to
make hex one of the most popular young
women not only n the Pennyrile re-
gion but throughent the State. She is-
highly accomplished, cultured, endowed
with superior in ect, lovable in dispotll
sition, and charmingly equipped in all
the higher qualitihs of womanhood t‘
preside over a hodie. Her husband de-
serves cordial congratulations in win
ning Mae of the fairest daughters 01
Southern KentucIty.
Mr. Moutgonierr is regarded as one of
the brightest men in the Bluegrass. He
is a member of the Georgetown bar and
a lawyer of great' ability, a brilliant
journalist and a uccessful stockman.
He has numerous nequaintances in this
city where he hal) frequently visited
The family to which he belongs is one
of the most promihent in Northern Ken-
tacky. I
Everyone who IrSnows the lovely bride
and her gallant hnsband join the New
Era in the sincere wish that their mar-
ried life may be wire of unbroken happi-
ness.
---•ine .. -ase— -
Bent to the Asylum.
Deputy Sheriff W. E. Davis and Mr
W. L. Miller, of Owensboro, brought
Mrs. Almira Miller to the Asylum yes
terday. After oip had been adjudged
rinsane it was tho ht at first that she
would be cared fo by her children, but
on account of her becoming violent al
times it was deemrd best to take her te
the asylum, where She could have the
best possible medieal attention.
Forl Sale.
City property foe sale. The two story
brick house and lot fronting on Cleve-
land avenue, fonaihrly owned by W. J
Withers. House dontains eight rooms
two cisterns, cabin &c. Will be sold
for less than half It cost to hind the
house. Also the beautiful building lot
fronting the tabereacle, and the five
room cottage on Elise side of Main be-
tween first and senond streets now own-
ed by A. L. Willie+ Apply to
(km's & WALLIS.
Or S. H. Myers, Kedly, Ky. 49w3m
Doinestilt Troubles.
W. C. Wright, celored, and his broth-
er-in-law, Jim Botch quarrelled yester•
day in Pearcy's grocery on Jackson
street. They thilew weights at each
other awhile and Nehen the supply was
exhausted, Bond secured a revolver and
tried to shoot Writhe The latter got
his shot-gun but before he could use it
the police arrested bothhim and Bond.
Wright was released from custody to-
day and Bond's biamining trial will
take place this afternoon.
Mr Jas. M. Giese having just com-
pleted a thorough eourse of instruction
in optics, under the personal supervision
of Dr. Thos. E. Mille, optician of New
York City, is now equipped with the
latest instrumentalend appliances to de-
termine and correct any defect of the
eye, such as Preebiapia, Hypermitropia
Myopia and Astigrbatiem
All these defects kant be remedied by
the proper adjustnient of Glasses, The
beet quality of coolie furniehed,and eyes
testi d free. Will tall your residence.
dltw3t.
DEFAULTEFI ARRESTED.
[SPECIAL ft) NEW ERA]
Knoxville, Tenn 1, Aug. 16.-John L.
Milam, the absoon ing agent of the Sea-
board Air Line, w arrested at Morris-
town, near here, b the Sheriff of Ham-
ilton county. He ill be taken to Char-
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pills are easy in ac
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They do not weak
by giving tone to
greatly invigorate
size 25c per but
let a free sample boxLife Pills. A trialto H. E. Bucklen&
f their merits. These
ion and are particu-
e cure of coiastipa-
ache. For malaria
ey have been proved
e guaranteed to be
every deleterious
purely vegetable.
n by their action, but
tomach and bowels
lie system. Reeoilar
5'. Sold by R. C.
ta
In Day of Yore
Women were oiliged to adopt this
mode of traxellt*, and to use home-
made soft goad. Either of these
things would be considered • hard-
ship in this ago of electricity and
CLAIRETTE
Soap
Best for wasiing everything.
Baal everyw4r• Shale col Is?
no N. K. Val Magni' ttelepasy, St. Lents.
AN 01.1 MAN HUNG.
, emu ead. ro NMW *RAJ
Baltimore, Md., Aug 13 -Peter Mik-
hail, aged eighty yeane was exeeuted in
the jail in this city at nine o'clock this
morning. Mahan murdered his a ife
about six months ago
Caacaretn stimulate lel,i v and
bowels. Never sic.ken, wence I. or gi
10c.
THAT "CITIZENS TICKET."
The NEw ERA, despite the various
squibs in our contemporary, The lude-
pendent, to the contrary, is not bent on
any campaign, in city politic*, of a per-
(tonal nature, and has very high respect
for all good citizens no matter what may
be their politics, nor do we desire tote,' -
cott anybody for any honest views they
may hold on any subject, political or
otherwise, nor do we undereeis a in- to
force any one to act or the,.
on politics or any other sae, ( ef t
by reasoning with them, and we GI_ ato-
mize a person or a paper that has tee
manlinem to advocate his or its vies.'-
any subject in a straight-forward (,u-
sistant way. But with all due roe,. et
we must be allowed to suge, • •
neighbor, The ludepe mnde 
taking to play a very difficult role its
political policy. It vehemently 0- 1,.04
that it is a gold-bug organ, vows ter-
nal fidelity to Bryan, the great Demo-
cratic starelaril and to the Chi-
cago please:. :. doctrine of free
coinage of silver on a basis of 16 to 1, in
one column, and in the next advocates
the election of six gentlemen to the Oity
Council everyone of who is known to
have voted against Wm. J. Bryan at the
last November election, and who, as the
Independent and every sensible persou
in this city knows, were selected to
make the race because of their well-
known opposition to Bryan, free silver,
the Chicago platform and Democrutio
principLes as enunciated by the party ha
convention assembled. Now, frienda,
you will have to "shinny," and take one
side or the other, you can have no -in-
fluence with any people of Any party, if
you undertake to help the NEW ERA ad-
vocate the principles of free silver and
Democracy in one column and help the
Republican Banner run the so called
'Citizens Ticket '• in two columns. You
can't carry water thus on both shoulders;
the people of Hopkinsville are too sensi-
ble to be fooled by you and your particu-
lar "mixed ring" of politicians, on any
such flumey pretexts as you offer in
support of your ticket for councilmen.
You say that your men are all Demo-
crats true and tried, who have smelt the
gunpowder of battle and are not to be
intimidated. Well, no one is going to
try to intmidate any of them, this is a
free country and every man has a right
to run for office upon any platform he
pleases, and the voter in this free coun-
try has a right also to vote as he pleases
whether it suits you and your ganig of
leaders or not. But you say these men
are good and true Democrate, these men
who every one voted against Bryan and
the Chicago platform, do you mean to
to tell the people who read your paper
;hat you are firm adherents of Mr.
Bryan and true Democracy and yet con-
sider these gentlemen good Democrats?
and do you expect the people to be
gulled by any such matter? Again, you.
say it is a fight that the good citizens of
all parties are waging to elect the "Citi-
zens Ticket" over a ticket selected by a
eolitical ring, and that it is a mere-
asent in favor of good government and
to deliver the city out of the hands of a
political ring. Now four of the nomi-
nees of the regular Democratic ticket for
ouncilmen are members of the present
City Council, and every fair-minded
man in Hopkinsville will admit t • se tee-
majority of the present City Counel, are
excellent business men and good rem
zens and have made one of the best att.
ministrations in point of good manage-
ment and economy that this city has
ever had in her history, and no se rson
or paper has been louder or more
tent in singing the praises of the pre seet
City Council than the Independeet
What has produced this change, now
they are to be considered unworthy of
further trust and confidence by the peo-
ple? Then they were in every way cora-
eetent and faithful. Surely the good
words spoken but a little while ago by
the Independent of our City Council
were not spoken because theIndependent
wauted favors in the way of ordi-
nances, etc? Of course that patri-
otic organ would not give words
of praise from any such unworthy mo-
tive. and of course it meant what it
-aid, then what have these same
done to so lose them the confidence f
our patriotic neighbor? We pause e
an answer. Our neighbor see • • -
business men on their side 1
politicians. Now there are severe:
the' Citizens Ticket" who are noted and
violent politicians and who have always
been classed as politicians by the com-
munity, and on the other hand very
single man of the men nominat-ed on
the Democratic ticket for councilmen,
R. H. Holland, J. D. Ware, D. R Perry,
Geo. D. Dalton, E. W. Walker, J. T.
Wall and L. T. Brasher are hard-work-
ing, capable and successful bueiume
men of high grinding and good cherac-
ter. So there is nothing in all this and
err neighbor had as well discard such
erguments as it is using as being
unworthy of the intelligence of its edi-
tor (whoever he is) and come down to
the plain truth, and fight out the real
issue, which is a battle for supremacy
between the Republicans and Gold-bug
Democrats on the one side, and the regu-
lar Democratic nominees on the other.
Every citizen in town knows this is the
issue and we cannot understand what
the advocates of the "Citizens' Ticket"
have to make by fighting under the
cover. Elsewhere in Kentucky the Re-
publicans and Gold-bugs openly run a
fusion ticket for county and city and
district offices. Why don't they come
out boldly and announce their fusion
here? They are not fooling anybody by
the fight they are making under the
cover of the "CitizeusTicket," they had
as well make the open fight. They have
a perfect right to run oh any combilia•
lion they want to, and if the people
want to go back under Republiean rue
in Hopkinsville again, they have a per-
fect right to do it,and we Can stand it if
the rest can. But on one thing we ar, t
determined, and that is that they shell
do it with their eyes opsn and a Uh a
full knowledge of what the real is-a'is
ere. We venture, however, to predict.,
that when our people have had tune and
opportunity to get at the bottom teem
as to this•Ditizens' Ticket" they a el by:
emoverwhelming mejority in six of the
wards of the city couclude to pierpseu -re
the Democratic party in power, to-
gether with the ward system, which tee
city owes to the Democratic party, arid
that we will continue to have is gem ieg
and prosperous city and a city govern-
ment well and economically aeruinieter-
ed for many years r,
When bilious or obstme, eat a Carter'.
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Ncw E. a PrIntirig & Putlisti'g Co
HUNTER WOOL President.
11111 littiding, Seventh
Street, wear Mani. 111419klesville, Ky,,
Reeeivest a& the yostollice in Idolikinas llie
tweceati-elant mail matter,
• Friday, August 20; 1897.
- ADVERTISING RATES:-
one Inch, drat Insertion  50
One Inch, one num t  
 Sao
One Inch, three months 4  
6NO
Quo inch. six months 
OGIG WOO, one your 4  140o
Additional rates may be ba by applica-
tion at the office.
Transient advertising must he paid for In
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements wi
ll be
Collected quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without 
spec-
ified time will be charged for until 
ordered
Out.
announcements et Marriages and Deaths,
nee exceeding aye liar, and notices of
.itching published gratis.
ttuary Notices. iterolutions of 
Respect.
s..1 othe: similar notices, live ite Ms 
per hue.
- CLUBBING RATES:
The WitaaLy New ES and the following
paper 0410year:
Weekly Ciacincinaati Enquirer
Weekly Ss. Louis Republic
!Semi- Weekly Globe- Democrat
Weekly Nashville Sun 






Cur.ct-rr Cocat -First Monday in Jane
and fourth Moodily in February and Sep-
tember.
(lc eirrintev Comer-Second Mondays
in an , April. July and October.
Fiscae T-First Tuesday in April
and October.
Cosrrv Comer-First Monday in every
month.
-
H E NE w E R A.1 The railroads of the country will reap'
 nituost an much beutuit from the big
-PUBLISHED By 
-eheat and corn crops this year es the l
farmers mill.
A Michigan wee trko to throv a man
tat° A bUrIllitg Iuujldtiu bismiliso to hitd
set it on fire. There's it guo.i 11411 of
human nature in the North as w4l as in
the South,
THE END IS NEAR.
The ernes in Cuba can not be much
longer postponed. That grand old pa-
triot and soldier Gomez, has concentrat-
ed all the insurgent troope about Ha-
vana with the evident intention of forc-
ing the Spaniards to the wall, and that
he will very soon do so seems almost
certain. General Weyler's general talk
of pacification and his recent movements
show that he now has no plans farther
than to hold Havana just as long as pos-
sible It is said that the assasematiou
of Premier Canovas, owing to the fact
that Weyler has possession of the Cuban
end of the cable to Key West, is known
only in official circles. As soon as this
news reaches the rank and tile of the
army mutiny and disinte.rgration will
follow rapidly. It is known by every-
body that Canovas was the backbone of
the war party in Spain, the one power
that has through all the trying times of
the last two years held the army togeth-
er, inspired it with loyalty to the Span-
iel:I Crown. Now that he has passed
over the rls-,r and joined the silent ma-
joray there is no name in Spain suffici-
ently powerful to hold together the half
starved legions that follow or rather
obey W-yler while they hate him bit-
teriye and nave no confidence whatever
in him as a commander.
Another thing that has a very strong
bearing upon the situation is the fact
that General Woodford, the United
States Minister to Spain, has been in-
structed to urge upon the Spaniel gov-
ernment the necessity for immediate
peace in Cuba. While of course the ex-
act text of the instructions given toMixt-
later Woodfonl have not been made
public" yet nobody suppose, that at this
stage of the game and knowing as well
as does the sentiment of the entire coun-
try. regardless of politics, President Mc-
Kinley would offer any suggestion not
bawd upon absolute, entire indepen-
dence for Cuba. In fact President Mc-
Kinley has become afraid to continue
longer the policy of non-interferenc..
acid the use of United States vessels to
do polio, duty for the benefit of Spain.
Yes, the end is almost at hand. Sen-
ator Morgan, of Alabama, predicts that
Spain will abandon Cuba before the
meeting of Congress next December
Other intelligent observers of Cuban af-
fair*, however, are of the opinion that
she will do so long before then, proba-
bly by the middle of next month.
The insurgent army has gained a
number of very signal victories recently
which have had the effect of not only
inspiring them with courage and cionfi•
dence,but have in a great measure caus-
ed the Spanish soldiers to see the futili-
ty of any further resistance.
If General Weyler ever had a chance
to suppress the Cuban rebellion has
long ago lost a tomsz now has him
almost against the. wsll. and when he
next strikes it is pretty safe to predict
that the snackles will fall from the
brave and patriotic Cubans and after
liati years of slavery they will breathe
the air of freedom, a freedom purchased
by the blood of many patriots and mar-
It seems that about the only alterna-
tives which now confront the butcher
Wey .er are to the at the head of his
army in a great final battle or to strike
his colors, and at once set sail for Spain
Had Weyler been like the Roman
warriors of old he would long ago have
fallen on his sword, but he's not made
of such nuateriaL
A0.4111461: Ttir; PEOPLE.
The Hopkinarille Republican Banner
had an article in its last issue taking the
Nzw ERA to task because it has recent-
ly inaugurated a fight for the 'purpose
of securing cheaper school books for the
children in Kentucky. Of course, we
expected nothing elae from the Banner,
becreue these schoolbooks are every out-
furnished by a TRUST, and, therefore,
we knew that being a Republican paper
the Banner would take the part of the
TRUST against the toiling masses
of Christian county and the other
118 counties of Kentucky. The arti-
cle that appeared in the Banner read
very much like an article that we have
seen in several Republi_an newspapers
since the New ERA began this fight for
the people against the School Book
Trust and they all have every sprear-
anoe of having been written and paid
for as advertising matter;brthe School
BookTrust. The article in theBanner as
well as the °thefts we have seen asserted
that the School .Book Trust makee a pro
fit of only 10 per cent, on its books. Novi
how does the Banner know that As a
printer the editor of the Banner ought
to have some idea of the cost of books,
in fact, he should be able to come with-
in a few cents of the cost, and if be doe.,
then he knows that the trust makes sev-
eral hundred per cent. on each anc
every book it sells the school children
The article in question its a very weak
one indeed. After the 10 per cent, state-
ment it goes on to ask why we do not
make a fight on the big profits made on
other things and mentions that $289,
000,000 profit is made from the sale of
liquors in the United States, $55,0t0,000
on oonfectioneri ea, $7 , 000,i )00 on cigar..,
&c., &c. That has nothing to do with
the question, school hooks are necessi-
ties, the others are not. For the sake of
a little advertising the Banner ought
hot to oppose ehesper book., as it won Id
twee the pent people of the Mate so nitoh
hard 'stud annoy
_
Freeldalli Amitoses, If brawls
USiVarelly, Bunko tati 5ei sti the
old bias they ww41 a tlarers-hosii so
Aar Min do all the thinking for it.
A Great Oppertnally1
We give sway, absolutely free of cost,
for a limited time only, the People's
Conenon Sense Medical Adviser, by R.
V. Pierce, M D., Chief Consulting Phy-
sician to the Invalids' Hotel and Surgi-
cal Institute, a book of 10as 1 urge pe gee,
profusely illustrated, boat d in stiong
paper coven to anyone senning el cents
oae-oent stamps, to cover coat of mail-
lug only Over 680,000 copies of this
complete family Doctor Book already
sold in cloth binding at regular price of
01.54) W.trid's Dispensary Medical As-
hecuit to , Bul(1140, N. Y.
-41tfrft
Ths Heituer rattle Dot
what the school books used by tiw child-
ren in Kentucky vied the children awl
their parents. The Benner is for the
School Book Trust.
"Our cause is divine," says Clexey, of
Ohio, the Populist nominee for Gover-
nor. He is, doubtless, of that opinion
because their cause brought Ihem in
some of Hanna's money.
_
The estimate of the gold prdiinction
in this country for 1897 made b$ the di-
rector of the United States; Miiit was
$00,000,000. Astor text year, the Alas-
ka discoveries render predictiou impost-
Sibiu.
By the death of ,Senator teeorge the
nation as well as the State of Mississippi
which he so 'ong and so ably represent-
ed in the United States Senate, isustains
a heavy lobs. No man ever left behiud
a cleaner public record than Senator
George and his State Can and dbes point
to it with pride.
The men who are so fortunate as to be
members of the Ohio Legislatare will
have no need to r to the Klondyke, the
Senatorial election betweeii Hanna and
McLean will be Klondyke enough for
them. Even the Populist leaders in
Ohio gave up their intended trip to the
Alaskan gold fields after tliey had
-seen" Hanna's check-writer. ,
stantiel evidence, but it may be that in-
The pool-rooms in St. Ieciuis bad been
eloped for nearly a year until alfew days
ago they were opened by a derision of
ths police judge. There is semething
radically wrong about the legal machin-
ery of a State where the gambling dens,
which are closed by a decisicin of the
Supreme Court, can be opened; and al-
lowed to remain open under the decision
of a police court-but that's just what's
been done in St. Louis.
Klondyke is said to be very proud of
Its sunstrok,, as it vindicates its climate.
- -
Alaska ' 7ec le Sam about 07,Ce
000. The Aim river, which Is n;
genie for I , s'ono wOrth I.. t
inueli, awl maybe more, as there to
doubting a big supply of gold iti it.
The Uttieltinett Enquirer ray.: "See.
retary Gage orwilis anemia to put hint
*elf beyond even the who-Idiots of lime
at men. He ham even etniferred with
Grover Cleveland as Gray Galileo."
If Mr. Reed had waited till the end of
Congress to appoint the House commit-
tees, instead of only to the end of the
first eession, he would have been only
!carrying his plain to a logical couclu-
1 elusion.
The United States ought to annex
Canada if it is to go into the annexation
business at all, as it would gain some-
thing there, whereas it would gain noth-
ing but trouble by taking in leprous
&swan.
England has paused in the work of
fetleratiug the colonies. Too much col-
onial equality does not set well on the
British temperament, as it smacks too
much of iiniependence and might put
ideas of separation into the heads of the
colonists.
Prosperity can not have struck very
hard, for if it had there would not be so
many millions of idle men in the ctrin.
try as there are now, rind that number
is increasing, and the wages of those
who are still working are going down
very rapidly.
The extra $1500,000,000 that is esti-
mated that our farmers are bringing us
from foreign lands this year will help to
pay the increased prices that Will be de-
manded of them for everything they
have to bay at home. But for the Re-
publicans and their infamous Dingley
bill the country would have been all
right with this vast sum comiag in, but
as it is, it is simply that much: more for
the trust owners and other millionaires.
It is proposed to call a telephone mes-
sage a "telepheme." The word seems
to have been made by utilizing the larg-
er half of blaspheme, doubtless, because
so many of the messages sent over the
telephone wires are of that order and
many more of them would be:if is were
not for the employment of so many
young ladies as operators ia the ex-
changes. The word is not a good one.
somebody ought to be able to select a
better one.
The little improvement that has taken
place in business is due to the fact that
the United States is the only country in
the world that has a full supply of bread
stuffs this year. When the farmer is
prosperous everybody else i4 more or
less bentfitted. The Repuldicans are
claiming the credit for the big corn and
wheat crop. The fact is, that the slight
improvement has come in spite of 'the
Republicans, who by the passage of the
infamous Dingley bill did all in their
power to prevent any change for the
better. The country owes the Republi-
can party nothing bat cursea for what
it has done since it last came into pow-
er.
As a matter of course the
Banner, of this city, is oppcnef.  14 the
New ERA'S proposition to 'eerie school
books for the children of Kettucky at a
much smaller sum than they now pay
for them. The school books ere publish •
ed and cold by the big Sehool Book
Trust, and the Republican policy is al-
ways to stand up sod fight for a thiev-
ing trust against the masses of the peo-
ple whom it is oppressing. Nobody ex-
pected the Republican Banner to indorse
a measure that would save the people of
Kentucky fully a quarter of a million
dollars every year, and poesibly much
more. No, the Banner is or the book
trust no matter how much it robe the
people.
Prince Henri and the Count of Turin
will now be idolized in France and Italy
instead of being laughed at as a pair of
fools for fighting over a 4inestion of no
importance. The encounter between
these two geese aid not effect the honor
of the Italian army in th$ slightest,
though it now feels vindiceited because
Curia shed a few drops of Orleans
blood. The Italian army !was in no
way a match for the Absynniane, and
all the blood of the house, of Orleans
could not wash out that, fact, and so
Prince Henri's blood has been shed in
vain, unless the slight bleeding proves
beneficial to his health, which is fre
quently the cage in hot weather when
the blood becomes too thick;or to plen-
tiful.
The Dugan trial at Barboursville has
been a disgrace to the State, and the
man who did more than anyone else to
make it such is a member of the United
States Congress. Not only were at-
tempts made on the life of the prisoner,
who, according to all the evidence of
men who hate him, appeara not to have
been guilty, but simply to have been the
victim of circumstances, bat the chief
witness was actually slain. While the
principal witness doubtlesa deserved
death, because, according tO all the evi-
dence and circumstances, he appears to
have been himself the murderer and
tried to swear away the life of another
man, yet he should have been tried and
not slain by private swamies hired for
the purpose. The whole affair could
have been avoided if the trtith bed been
told in the beginning, for the killing of
John C. Colson was parelY accidental,
as the evidence tended tio show. If
Miller, 'eh.) fired on Dugan and killed
Colson by accident, had simply confess-
ed there would have been no more
trouble, but like the coward he was,
Miller fled and left Dugan, Colson's
bosom friend, standing over the dead
man and then came up after a crowd
assembled and declared that Dugan had
.hot at him t Miller) and missed him
and then had fired a seconckshot at Col-
son and trilled him. l'he evidence
showed that Dugan had : a 44-calibre
pistol and that each ball io it weighed
exactly -200 grains while Hie ball taken
out of Colson'i body weighed just 176
grains, which clearly proties that Du-
gan did not kill him. As Oilier was not
on trial the balls in his pistol were not
weighed. Congressman Colson should
have been put in jail and kept there
during the trial for trying to bulldoze
witnesses.
Dearness use Nu,t be Dated
by mural applloallmi as they t,eli het
aleh the diseased portion, of the oar
rhere II Ohl), tow way to earn leafiliae,
end that it by
lItiaftinee la neared by lettamiel
lion of the mamas lining irt the
01111111 Tube. When this SSW IS ittlielli•
ed you have a rumbling wand or iniper-
feet hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, delifieess IN the result, and unison
the imflaiumntion can be teken out and
this tube restored to its nbrinal omoh•
lion hearuot will be destroyed forever,
sine eases out of ten are (*used by ca-
tarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will love One hundred dollars for
any case of deafness (ennead be catarrh I
that can not be cured by Hell's Catarrh
Cure Send for circulars ; tree.
F. J. CHENEY & 00.,,Toledo, 0.
Fold by Druggists, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the Welt
The latest report about the airship is
that it was wen traveling in the direc-
tion of Klondyke. This is fair circum-
stead going to Klondyle it Was simply
on its way to find its aerial competitor,
Prof. Andree's balloon.
The Republicans should go and tell
the striking coal miners about the re-
turn of prosperity, as they evidently
haven't heard of it, or else they would
would not now be striking and com-
plaining that there wages are so low
that they can't possibly live on them.
England is strengthening itsmilitary
defenses at Halifax, Bermuda and Vic-
toria, B. C., and has laid claim to Pal-
myra Island, which has been included
in the Hawaiian group, though distant
thousand miles to the southwest. If Mr.
Bull is trying to surround us his line
will be pretty thin somewhere.
One of Prof. Andree's critics doubts if
his balloon will remain afloat more than
three weeks. That critic is raising the
limit considerably, and if his prediction
be true the daring aeronaut's chances of
returning to his family and friends are
indeed most excellent. Y08, if the con-
cern stays afloat three weeks he's safe.
A NA'...!'N".1. !.:11NDRECS
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I '14.'"eq4 Near e3d in till,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
DOCTORS DAFFLF D.
Imporian! Words Smuggled Into Oa The beenction Plains' the Strikers
Bill asters Final Passage Poma.ent.
TWO MEN Slltir.CTED Bur NOT NAMED. IMPORTANT NEWS REC
PVED
[8Pirols1. TO era' F's'
tlnn
posed of- the scctiott whi
ee of tne tatilf •• Le*.
tiliseritumeteig duty of 10 te r cent
agaiust eft Foods brought trite the; come
try freen Diex;eo or OW its the
.,eoods ','v-'.. eiade ;oe ' ,r coun-
t:I-a pe-es Mitt:Mid
to be uncovered. Suspiciou points to
two men.
Ample evidence is at hand to show
Some of the papers are say ng that T.
V. Powderly was never much of a labor
leader. They are mistaken there. Pow-
derly did what all other labor leaders in
this country have done-feathered his
own tint. All the labor leaders are out
for the "stuff," and most of them get it,
too, no matter how much the poor labor.
en are suffering.
Railroad earning have already begun
to show a healthy increase, but the
heavy crops of the West have hardly
begun to move as yet, and their full ef-
fete will not be felt for six weeks or two
months to come. And by that time the
country will be read'- to handle the large
cotton crop which the South is getting
ready for market.
An American consumes a little mere
than twice as much sugar as a Eu o-
cean. We could save money and at the
same time get in some measure oven
." the Sngar Trust by using leas
sub.; , 1 ..t a is not likely that that will
be done, so the next best thing is to
raise more sugar Nieto sell save freight
across the ocean on mu I. ‘,1 our sugar.
- • - -
In view of the immense profit to be
derived from the cultivation of the su-
gar beet it is simply wonderful that
more of the United States farmers do
not engage in its produrtion. At pres-
ent, when the climate is favorable to its
growth, it pays larger returns per acre
than any other crop that can be planted
and it does not require much work,
leaving nearly the full priest as the prof-
it.
The President of the United States
gets a fine salary now-enough to ena-
ble him to live at the top notch, and to
put by a large sum for a rainy day. Men
are apt to judge of other people by their
own conditions. Perhaps this is why
President McKinley thinks the era of
prosperity is dawning. It is either that
or else he has been talking a good deal
with the trust bosses, who have certain.
ly very mach to be thankful for in the
prosperity line.
Canada's first propo-ition to reserve
to itself each alternate section of min•
ing territory was a very novel one, but
she soon saw that it would not do, as
the United States miners would all go
in from the United States side, so she
gracefully decided to allow our miners
the same rights that were granted Can-
adian and English miners in California
in '49, in fact, in all the mines in the
United States. She has, however,
changed her mind and will now rob our
people.
The United States last year produced
more than $50,000,000 each in iron, coal
and petroleum, which would have been
a big thing if the people in general
could have been interested in it,
but as the profits all went into the
pockets of the members of the Iron and
Street Trust, the Coal Trust and the
Standard Oil Company it not only did
not help the people but really hart them
AS it made those trusts richer and there-
fore gave them increased power over the
public. Still it spoke well for the pro-
ductiveness and value of the lands of
this country.
To paraphrase a remark of the unla-
mented President Grover Cleveland,
William II., Germany's would-be auto-
crat, has a Republican party on his
hands, or is likely to have one in the
the very near future. It may not, prob-
ably, during the present Kaiser's life,
become very formidable, but in the
great mix-ups in the Reichstag which
are likely to take place often in the
near future between the many factions,
cliques and coteries into which the Ger-
man voters are split up, it will help to
show the Kaiser that in these demo-
cratic days the way et the absolutist is
very rugged.
Strong
Nerves just as surely come from the use of
Hood's Haresparies an does be cure of
wrote's, salt rheum, or other so-called
blood diseases, This Is simply become,
the Nand Ord* the emidltlun of all the
Waseiet!tore A .g 17 -
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burg District.
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E At Half anid Less.
• • .
OP-
hound to acknowieuire thuS t)'-y are!
bellied. There is u disease taming in
comitiee in tide neetieu that is!
c-arrying urtI hundreds of ropie. 1
While the disease reef in'. `.1 t7phria
ick-kr, yet it is LICA t- j:1,o1,! fsreer-nor I
can any man tell what it is, in fact.
The locality in which the dread dis-
ease is now prevailing is on Mulberry
that that section was smuggled into the Creek-near its headwater.
tariff bill; that the full effect of its pro- So far five hundred or more have died
visions was not kuown to Mr. Dingley , from the disease.
and not realized by Senator Allison, or!
that both Dlr. Dingley and Mr. Allisnu
wilfully misled their respective bodies.
The well-known character of both men
would seem to preclude the latter
theory. It is also clear that neither
House nor Senate understood the signi-
ficance of the change which had been
made in the law. Proof of this is to be
found in the report in the Congressionall
Record of the discussion which followed
the presentation of the conference re-
port
'The first few limo of the section of
the new law follow word for word the
reading of the old law. Then the vital
words are interjected amid the rest of the
section is copied from the old law.
This explains, no doubt, the reason
why Mr. Dingley, hastily glancing at
the section, pronounced it identical with
the old law.
That the change in the law a as smug-
gled into the bill is without question.
If there haul been nothing crooked about
it the new section amendatory of the
old one would, it appears, have been ut-
tered as an anieuchneut and understood
by everyone.
It is believed that the new words were
interjected as "a clerical amendment,"
or in such a way as to convey the im-
pression that no change of importance
was being made.
It would be interesting to know what
member of the Conference Committee
fathered the amendmendmeei in that
committee and who was the person who
imposed upon him.
Suspicion points ee two men.
BROKE THE RECORD.
jSPEC1AL TO saw IRA]
Washington, Aug. 17.-Associate Jus-
tice Stephen .1. Field yesterday broke
the record for length of service on the
bench of the Supreme Court of the
United States. On yesterday he passed
by one day the thirty-four-years record
of Chief Jtistce..lorIllar_shall.
A PECULIAR DISEASE.
isrecIAL TO NNW icsAJ
Paducah, Ky , Aug 11-An epidemie
of a peculiar throat dfseaeo is killing
children rapidly in the Kale/ ueighbor
hood of Graves county. Yesterday two
children of Sames Whitt died mid the
same day several other deaths from the
same disease took place. The doctors
are puzzled.
A VERY HEAVY EXPENSE 10 THE COUNTY.
lsreciabio NEW ERA]
Ky, Aug. I9.-A toll gat
war is threatened in this county, and it
is believed that a great deal of trouble is
soon to take Oar e Every toll gate in
the county that was destroyed has been
replaced and the owners demanded that
guards be plated in charge of their
property, and this was done. There are
now fifty guards on duty at the toll
gates and it is reported that raiders are
preparing to make an attack upon the
guard to-night, and if they do there ail)
most certainly be serieus trouble, for
the men now acting as 'nerds are all
very game men and will fight.
A SHOOTING.
ISPWIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Aug. 19 -J. C. Kouwen-
bergle a United States gauger, shot and
perhaps fatally wounded Max Wiley, a
whisky compounder, in the employ of
Beruheini Bros., 133 West Main street.
%Lightning Hot Drops-
What o Funny Name!
Very True, but It Kilts All Pain
Sold Everywhere, Every Day-
Without Relief, There Is No Pay!
FOR SALE BY R. C. HARDWICK.
ATTENTION MUSICIANS!!!
All "up-to-date" performers like
to use the best strings on their in-
strnments and in order to 'supply
them, we have bought a full line of
Cuitar, Banjo, Violin
and Mandolin Strings,
and other musical merchandise.
(live us a call.
MILLE?, The Druggist.
Opposite Fo•bes & Bro.
erves 
DR1 GOLDSTEIN
homes, muscles and Owen, If it III 1)
pure IS steno; properly subtitle these
parts. If matte punt, rich, red and vital-
ised by Hood's Marseisirille, it carries
health Instead of disease, and repairs the
Worn, nervous system as nothing. else can
do. Thu.; nerVoun prostration, hysteria,
neuralgia, heart palpitation, are cured by
00
Sarsaparilla
Beaturie it is the One True Blood Purifier.
Hood's 
pills are the heat atter-dinner
pills, aid afferilaellii
WILL RETURN SEPT, 1.
INJTUCTION AGAINST THE STRIKERS.
[SeixIAL TO NEW ERA)
Pittsburg, Pa. Aug. Is-The court did
not decide the injunction suit like it
was thought that it would do. It was
thought that it would greatly nexlify
the decision but it did not, because the
millionaire mine owners simply refused
to further pay the courts unless the in-
juuction was sustained
Now strikers have no rights, and they
will soon go to war.
_
STATE SCHOOL.
[SPECIAL TO NSW ERA ]
Lexington, Ky., Aug. 10.-The State
School of Reform Commissioners have
derided to locate one of the schools near
this city. The core will be limited to
$50,000 and the institution will be for
both sexes.
QUEER MONEY.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.]
Washington, D. C. Aug. 18 -Two
counterfeit thousand. dollar bills have
been sent to the Treasury Department
for redemption by a Louisville man. It
is believed he thought they wire gen-
Mee
AFTER FAURE'S LIFE.
An Attempt Today to Kill
France's Presiddnt.
BIC BOMB EXPLOIDED.
The Deadly Miss's° Was Th•evon Under tie
Carriage.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Aug. 18.-1 p. m.-It will
be reinemlwred that when Antonio Ca-
novas del Castillo was asenssinuted luy
Grille that the assassin uugiouutcod that
he, indiveluaNy, hell no grievance
against Canovas,but that-being a mune
len. of the atiarehist society-he drew
the black ball, the ball tiled decreed that
he should kill the great Prime Minister
of Spain.
(loth then said that Canova§ was
simply the victim of the government,
oecause he had backed the goverieneut
when nobody else wou:d have done so.
Ciotti then said that on or before Sep-
tember lit, President Faure, of France,
would die, it having been decreed that
he should die, and that another man
who drew the black ball-a stranger--
would execute the sentence of the anar
chiste.
President Faure laughed whee he sue
these statements, because he believe d
that his private police could protect him
-at lewd he believed that until recent-
ly, but when anarchists have come into
the court aud threatened dire vegeance,
then there's usually been a change.
To-day two Wields were thrown under
Ole carriage in which •President Faure
traveled, but thos_ Leielis were wasted
thrown away, because of the fact that
the President didn't pay any attention
to them except to note the
fact that they were Jeanettel
for him. The President, however, muet
have known that this was a dangerous
day for him, in fact he- had been noti-
fied to that effect, he had been
told that he would die if he made his
appearance in public, yet be made it-
and he was not killed. The world loves
a brave man and it loves Faure because
he has never "flinkered" when he had
been told to expect death on a certain
inoweet. The would-be assassin made
his uscupe.
AAOTH, R SHAM BATTLE.
LAPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Nashville, Teen., Aug. 10--The Ex-
todtion C:aiipany has decided to give
another leg sham battle about Septem•
her 10, when the Third United States
eavalry will be here from Jefferson Bar-
racks at St. Louis, The First Ohio Ar-
tilery, with eight batteries, will also be
here with several smaller organizations
Company I of the Secoud Tennessee
Caine ie to day. Cotriplity I; of the
First Indiana will come in Sunday.
FOUGHT IS PRISON.
(SPECIAL TO NEW' ERA]
Nashville, Tenn., Ang.19 -Jim Stan-
ton, a Hardin county rot vice, and John
harper, a Hawkins county mirderer,
serving fifteen years for murder, hail a
tight in the penitentiary and Steelton
knocked Harper dewn with a piece of
slag, striking him on the head. Harper
is kin unconscious and will dir
IN A SAO PIX
IsaAvtAt, to NNW INA I
Weehiligniti, Aug: Ill::, A illspeteli
jtilt family ill fluini 1111$11$111ty 114y, sap lit
Alaska, soy* that three thousand iiroo-
Rotors are now Mocked there by terri-
fic snow storms Unit hive beim raging
for some days. These people will suffer
terribly before they can possibly reach
the Klondyke, if Ile y ever reach there,
as the snow is already very deep. There
are a great wally people also blocked at
Dyes, or Teiya, as the latest maps have
it.
FOR SALE-Ten I cad et o! it tiles at
Chas Layue'a stable. alkietw2,
t I
district at tb-Ir rOnterevce bet. Iasi
eight to epee their mint's mg:lattices of
the conseqnete- s will oitiebly ranee
Net-ions ACCOlilorg to local coot
;nen it L. the leiention .11 the Inetel ure
operator.: to Pen ti,
protect their non-union men. This ac- 1
tion on their part will probably precipi-
tate a terrible climax to the great strike,
and the operators inanit that blood will tt.'4111"-&ea.-
probably ti ey.e
In 'speaking of the probable result of
the operators' decision Loftus Cluddy, of
tne Cuddy-Mullen Coal Company, said
to. : "If it is found necessary to do
so, a whole army of detectives will be
employed to protect our mum, and if the
worst tomes they will be supplied with
Gritting guns and other equipments to Sib-
convince the strikers that we mean bud-
1,5oo pairs, top notchers
leas. There will be no delay in inaug- 190.-
urating this tuovemeut and the firet step
I do not care to state what the first an- Ewill be taken this afteriexne although
t ion viell be."
Mr. Cuddy's statement is upheld by J.
P. Zerbe, President of the Ohio and 411,;I.
Penneylvania Coal Company, who said: Ceik`-
again in spite of the strikers, and I see eft_ J . H. ANUERSON CO.,"We are determined to open our mines Poe-no reason why we should not succeed,
There are plenty of non-union work-
lie; n 
the country who are willing to "'i
of the opinion that we will be ebb e to
them ourselves. I think that
We have on hand about 5,00n pairs woinclis, sitisses and
childrens low cut shoes, la4e oxfords anti slippers in every
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when the old miners find that they can
not prevent the mines being operated
they will go back to work again peace-
ably.
The operators' conference last night
adjourned to meet next Wednesday in
Pittsburg at which meeting all the
arms represented hat night will be
present.
STILL AT WORK.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pitteberg, Pa., Aug. 19-In spite of
the fact that the in-junction suit went
against thtm, the striking miners are
still hard at mork. They have just sent
a number of agitators over ioto the
State of Weet Virginia to again plead
with the men at work to quit and in
that way aid them as mat I.
as they can. They recognize the fact that
they can not succeed as long as the
West Virginia ruiners refuse to quit
work. The ufficers of the strikers say
thet the poor Buret 88 of the strike so fur
Is due to the feet that there Ares() many
non-union Wilieln out of work at pres•
tilt find that they 114Vtl Let.11 out of work
so long that they will take work at al-
most arty price rather thin n main idle
ally longue%
The strikers now acknowledge that
they made a mistake is. going on a etrike
when the did, but say that Low tie y
are Out they lit-end to stay out until







(eeixiAt. 10 saw' FAA)
New York, Aug. 19- A dispatch frotu
Jensitantinuple nye that the city is
un aonsternittion over the report that
several attempt; had been !wide to
plode bombs in and near several public
()Men. It is claimed that the attempts
were all made by Armenians.
This report is taken to mean that the
Turks are preparing to commit more
Armenian outrages, us they usually
start reports of this sort before they be-
gin, so as to excuse themselves for their
terrible brutality. It is said that au at-
tempt has been made to blow up the of-




The best salve in the world for cuts,
bruises, sores, ulcers, salt rheum, fever
sores, ti-tier, chapped hands, chiblains,
corns and all skin eruptions, and posi-
tively cures piles, or no pay required.
Iris guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion or money refunded. Price twenty
five cents per box. For sale by R. C.
Hardwick.
WOMEN FIGHT.
r."71V.;1....1. TO' NEW KY ]
Hyden, Sly., Aug. 19 --As the outcome
of a fend between their husbands, Mrs.
Jane Youre nod Mrs. Minerva Yoeng,
of Leslie county, met at a spring aid:
fought, and the former was cut to death
with &butcher knife in the hands of the
latter. They were sisters-in-law.
BED WETTING
is rarci -. tne 1 1.cy
'an't help it, because of the a eakness
that causes it, unil they are too young
to exercise the t% ill-power of a grown
person to arise out of sleep us hen
I ronbleti With irritable bladder or
eak kidneys.
Parents can help and prevent It, so
they tell us in their letters, because it
can be
CURED
The Hobbs Sparegus Kidney Pills I
got from you for kidney trouble, were
given to rny son ae •Ording to directions,
and p0 well were we pleated with the
Iseult after a few days triel, that I pur-
chased a full box of the Hobbs Sparagus
Kidney 4/1t1 a boa of the Hobbs
(tittle Litet Pill.. Hernial hiking these
pine, hitt Idly lied tti gat op at bight.
awl vat), dish Wit the ht,s1 4 At whim)
01 *HA 'NOG 'hi rtH,III /141/1'..
IMIGH 5 day, on **wont of
liladdep woolionos. Now he olio toomiti
ihrOligheat 1110 lieeili011 Slid is Ad Oval
I certainly think Dr Hobbs
Sp tritium Kidney i'ills is the beat use di-
vine we ever used. We tried several
other kinds without producieg if ct




Bowl, T.), Psori CHICAGO,
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Worth $3. $2 50 & $2.
89c





for IrtpOrted French Bal-
1 riggau and Crape Ulmer-
% earl Worth 50c de 65c.
25C




fo0 Men's All Wool
Suits.










for Men's All Wool
Suits
Worth $10 $11 & $7.50.
$1.19 b0c
for J ens and Young Mums Choice of auy Straw Hat
Worth $1 & $1 75. Worth up tu $2. Ov
Alpine Hats In the Howse
X
0.)
eiCs;) s.eS SISS- • 43S4C'eASS 
eC ASS eS4a
va -a- 4•••• .....•=01.• .1•••••••
Lot No. 4*
including some of the nobbiest
and finest in the Richard's stock,
Cox & Boulware.
ARVEST Till; IN RETAIL BUIE
The July harvest for retail buyers is at hand. The grain is fine and
ripe and what the machine hais done for the prices is a plenty.
Our Mid-Summer Pries
Are the Lowesti of the Year.
It isn't an easy work to tutn a summer store into an autumn store,
but that is what we are going to do. It is a funeral of profits. Come
in and be surprised. We have picked out 150 m n's suits and will sell
them
At Half Their Original Value.
Every straw hat in the holse at half price. 100 pairs men's $1.28
shoes for $1.00.
Come early and get some o the plums.





Building : Material 3t or
PAINTS, OILS AND GLASS. 1
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Pelple of Guthrie are Greatly Experts in Crain Say I
t Is An Amendment to the Con- Resoluticos Adopted by
 Mrs. Caroline Campbell
Incensed. Bound to Come.1 s
titution of this State. Bethel Association. Has Passed Away.
A LECHEROUS BRUTE 500,000,000 BU
SHELS.
.;rortinai Assaf* N a FaiIller'S
T.iti•g Daughter.
TL CHILD IS IN A SERIOUS CONDIT'ON
.
Clharles Ramey, a young man aged
about 93, is charged with committing
criminal assault upon Miss Carrie Hicks.
aged 14, the daughter of John Hicks, a
farmer living just two miles North of
Guthrie.
The couple were coming home from
the camp-meeting at Hermon at the
time, and the deed is said to have been
done about 11 o'clock Sunday night.
The young lady's clothing was torn
by a barbed wire fence, and she had to
get home the best way she could after-
ward, so it is reported.
Tuesday John Hicks went to Clarke-
vine and had a warrant sworn out for
young Ramey's arrest, but up to this
Urns he has not been taken into custody.
He was reported seen at a base ball
game at Alleuaville,Southern Kentucky,
yesterday. Lest night Shenif Collier
and Constable* Dye and Clark hunted
for him almost all night, and the will
make another search to-day.
The people in the vieinity of the com-
mission of the crime are reported excit-
ed. and last night it is said that the
brothers and father of the young lady,
together with ten or more friends, were
scouring the country for Ramey. It is
said that no warrant wou!d have been
necessary had they found
The young lady is reported to be in a
serious condition.
CAltr-A party of liopkineville young
people and chaperones left Tuesday
for Tailors Biuff, nee miles South of
Pee Dee, on Little River, where they
will go into camp and spend a week or
lOnger bunting and dolling The not.
WI prorate* to prove extremely enjoy.
able.
Among those in the party are Mrs
Waller Kelly. Mr and Mrs Claud Clark
Ohaperones; Misses Ada Braden, Lizzie
Gaither, Susie (Jul. Lizzie Nourse, Hate
Hee McClure, Annie Todd Kelly, Pattie
Mercer, Lizzie Mercer; Mears McClure
Kelly, Oily Starling, Arthur Wallace,
Nick Gaither and John Stites.
•• •
Beressza -The news that Mr. Clar-
ence Bkneer is row regarded as a great
cornet virtuoso, will be gratifying to his
numerous Hopkinsville friends. Re-
cently he has been taking lessons from
Jules Levy, the most famous cornetist
In the world, who is enthusiastic over
his pupil's exceptional gift and has urg-
ed him to become a professional at once.
It is due partly to the liberality of Hop•
kinsville people that Mr. Bloomer was
able to receive instructions from the
great master. Levy has presented Mr.
Blowier superb go:d cornet and
fitrnishea him with an uneolicted testi-
monial in which he says: ••I consider
him far ahead of all other soloist..." No
living American has ever been PO high-
ly complimeeted by Levy before.
t t t
Powate.-Ilis legion of friends and
admirers in this city will learn with re-
gret that Elder E. L Powell will proba-
bly leave Kentucky. He will be called
to the pastorate of the Seventh Street
Christian church of Richmond. Va. It
is one of the wealthiest and most ittla-
ennal churches in the State and is by
far the leading church of the denomina-
tion in Virginia. Last year the Rev.
Mr. Powell conducted a series of meet-
ing in the church and the congeetration
was greatly pleased wi.h him. Ho 14 a
native of NW folk, Va , and as soon as
Dr. Hall, the distinguished divine who
had been pastor of the church for many
years, resigned, is committee was ap-
pointed to recommend a pastor to the
congregation, and Eider Powell's name
will be presented Sunday. It is said
that he will accept.
Was Ia
Mr. H. F. Ordway, a liveryman, of
Irredonia,Ky., was in the city yesterday
looking for a piano-tuner named Mat-
thews, says the oweneboro Messenger.
About four weeks ago Matthews showed
up in Fredonia, accompanied by a wo-
man who passed as his wife. He hired
a two-horse rig from Ordway and went
out through the country tuning pianos.
Not retuning in about a week Mr. tint-
way went out to see if he could find
Matthews. He found him in the vicin-
ity of Princetou, and Mr. Ordway re-
turned home leaving the rig in Mat-
thew s possession, who has still failed
to show up with the team and convey-
ance and so on last Monday Mr.Ordway
accompanied by Mr. Joe Plock, of Fre-
donia, started out on another hunt for
the piano tuner. They found that he
had been at Hopkiusville,at which place
the mayor had tarnished transportation
for the woman to Evansville. They
crossed Matthew's trail again at Seers-
menu:). McLean county, and learned
that he crossed Green river at Calhoon
Lass Tuesdey a week ago, leaving Cal-
boon in the direction of Owensboro. On
the following day a team and matey-
mice suiting the description given by
Mr Ordway of his property were pat up
at Harl's stable on Third street, and the
description of the man driving the team
fi•s Matthews exactly. He made in-
quiries of the route to Hartford at the
stable Jut before he left, but as he has
resided in Evansville, Mr. Ordway be-
lieves that Matthews can be found there
and left for that city yesterday after-
noon.
Tired people are tired because they
have exhausted their strength. The on-
ly way for them to get strong is to eat
proper food.
But eating is not all. Strength comes
trona food, after digestion. Digestion
Is made easy with Shaker Digestive
Cordial.
People who get too tired die. Life if
strength. Food is the maker of strength,
Food is not food until it is digested.
Tired, pale, thin. exhausted, sick suf-
ferers from indigestion, can be cured by
the use of fltraker Digestive Coidial.
It will revive their spent energies, re-
fresh and invigorate thstn, create new
courage, endurance and strength, all by
help their stomachs to digest their food.
It aids nature, and this is tho beet of
it. It gives immediate relief and, with
perseverence, permanently cures.
Bold by druggists. Trial bottle ten
Cents.
Awarded
'Highest Honors -World's Fair,






; A Pare (leave Cream if Tartar Powder.
40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
4 
Neve, All Christian Count/ Farmers. Wm
Can. Are Holding.
CHICAGO MARKET CLOSED AT 88 I 2 CTS
The wheat market at Chicago clotted
Wednesday at 8815 cents. One of the
local mills has bought some wheat today
at 40 cents a bushel. The other mills
have not contracted for any. Tbe farm-
ers, who are able to do so, are 'holding
for higher prices. i hey are Ormfident
that before long they will get $1.00 a
bushel
The beet expert crop statistOanns fig-
ure out a total wheat crop of stet:int 500,-
000,000 bushels. At the preseht price
for crush wheat prevailing in Minneapo-
lis, Si. Louis and New York the farmers
are receiving 80 cents and over a bushel
for the product. The what also sold of
the present crop is about 72,000,000 bush-
els, which brought ta7,600,000, at the
average rate of cents per bushel. The
balance of the crop, even should cash
wheat not go higher, will bring $415.-
200,000. an increase over last year of
$128,400,000.
Of the crop of 1896 there remained un-
sold on January 1 of the present year
about 190,000,000 bushels. This** sold
fur an average price of 70 cents; an in-
crease of 12 eents over last year. The
total received for the* sales wait $133.-
000,000, an increase of $22,800.00 over
last year.
The peculiar feature of the. present
crop movement is that while the new
crop is being rushed to market at a ra-
pid rate, there seems to be no increase in
the stocks held at prominent points. Am
fast as the grain reaches the sesboard it
is loaded into vessels and vanishes. The
Urauger roads-Burlington. St. Paul
,
Rook Island, Northwestern and Omaha
-are ginned with business as to fin
d
it difficult to And ears in which W. move
the grain offered for tranoportatiote All
of the trunk lints and the roads running
to Gulf porta are jammed with business.
According to advice, from portions of
Europe where the wheat crop has been
either a partial or entire failure the de.
mend to be made upon this ()Minty to
supply the di ficency will exceed 200,-
000,001) bushels. The eeavy buying by
foreigners has been the mainspring in
the upward movement. Should such an
enormous amount go abroad the supply
for consumption here will be curtailed.
It is a dream of the farmer and the
trader that wheat a dollar a bnahel shall
be realized again., Experts in the grain
trade predict that before the Winter is
half over the price will exceed that. A
continuance of the present heavy export
demand, it is believed, will ntake that
hope a reality. ;
4...1•4 4"omil•P
State Convention.
The convention of the Kentucky San.
day school Union will be held * Hodges'
Chapel, in Green county, on Thursday
August 26.
Postal Telegraph. :
The Gleaner is informed thdt the Pos-
tal Telegraph Co. will have Its 
lines in
here by Sept. 1. the french* of the




Dock Bond, wanted in Hopkins coun-
ty for selling liquor without license,
was arrested here this afternoon by
Deputy Sheriff Golay and °dicers
Craveus and Lander. Bond showed
tight and leveled a blg Colt Matol on the
officers as they were approaching. For-
tunately he did not pall the trigger. He
was disarmed and is in jell: awaiting
the arrival of the sheriff of Hopkins
county wh3 will teke him to Maciison•
vale.
Christian County Couple.
Married at the station at. Glenellen
yesterday at 2:30 p. m, by Squire G.
W. McCauley. Thos. Pogue to Mies
Bennie Faster. both of Christian county.
The genial 'Squire was on his way to
the Centennial, but could not decline to
serve, and with kindneme he stopped
a sufficient length of time to tie the
connubial knot, after which: the blush-
ing bride and groom hied 'themselves
back to Christian eounty looking as
happy as two turtle doves.401arksville
Chronicle.
A Game Young Kin
On account of an insolent remark said
to Wive been made by Tom Johnson to a
member of Mr. Hiram Thomas,'
, an exciting fight happened this
morning in front of the Racket store.
Mr. Thomas gave Johnson &pound drub-
bing and knocked down the brother of
the latter, Jim Johnson, who had tried
to help Tom by striking young Thomas
in the rye. Mr. Thomes, it I. said, WM
whipping both men whea bystanders
stopped the fight. The City Court will
investigate the scrap Mr. Thomas'
friends are offering to back him in a
fight with Fitzsimmons.
THE BEST.
Mr. E. M. Mitcham, Rosetta, Ky.,
writes "Have been selling Hughes'
Tonic for years. It is the hest remedy
for chills and fever, curing several cases
with one bottle. Honest Ind valuable
remedy."
Sold by druggists-50c Lad $1.00 bot-
tles.
Breathitt vs. Wheeler.
Judge James Breathitt of this city, is
in FAdyville holding court. Monday
afternoon he delivered a imeech there
that created a seusation.I A dispatch
say:
He said that the Hon. 13en Keys had
sited on the stump during the congress-
ional etrupaign last sunaraer that the
reason he had supported 13reathitt was
because he was for free darer. He said
that Mr. Keys had no adthority from
him to make this declaration and that
Mr. Wheeler,the present Member of Con -
ere* from this district, when he denied
Key's statement, and produced a letter,
which he claimed had been written to
him by Judge Breathitt, k which the
writer denied that he wassi an advocate
of free silver, mierepresetited the facts.
That he had never written any such
ietter to Wheeler, and that were it not
for the fact that Mr. Wheeler now occu-
pies the honorable position of a member
of Congress he would like to intimate
that on that occasion Wheeler had sim-
ply and knowingly lied.'l
It is hardly probable Judge Breathitt
and Mr. Wheeler will fight a duel.
e
sternai Vigilance
Is the price of perfect health. Watch
carefully the fine eymptOnes of impure
blood. Cure boils, pimples, humors and
scrofula by taking Hoods!, Sarsaparilla.
Drive away the pains and aches of rheu-
matism, malaria and atm:each troubles,
steady your nerves and overcome that
tired feeling by taking the same great
medicine:
Hood's Pills are the best family cath-




As Act that Has Probably Escaped the Minds
of Most People
TAXATION TO SUIT LOCAL CONDIT.ONS.
It has probably escaped the minds of
nine-tenths of the voters of Kentucky
that by an act of the late General As-
sembly there s ill be submitted for their
acceptance or rejt-etion at the November
election an amendment to the reinstitu-
tion. The proposed amendment is as
follows:
"The General Assembly nay by gen-
eral laws provide for taxatiop by muni-
cipalities of property other than lands
and improvements thereon, based on in-
come, licenses or franchises which may
be either iu addition to or in lieu of ad
valorem taxes thereon."
As we understand it, the purpose of
this amendmeut is to empower the Leg-
islature to grant municipalities the right
to levy a license, franchise or income
tax on personal property in lieu of or in
addition to an ad valorem tax. In other
words, it is proposed that, in the matter
of taxation of personal preperty, the
cities and towns in the State shall have
the privilege of choosing the system
that best snits local conditions. Under
the present law every city and town in
the State, from the first class to the low-
feet, is forced to follow the same method,
it is claimed, and perhaps justly, that
Ibis has been detrimental to the inter-
eats of some localities, in that it permits
of evasion on the part of large holders
of personal property and throws the bur-
den of taxation on persons and business
Interests without a large fixed income.
At any ruts we see no harm in the
amendment, and as it directly concerns
municipal and not roomy or State taxes,
there will probably be no 'Alton.' oppo.
attiou to its adoption, as we believe it is
the general opinion that the tex•payere
of cities and town., themselves, ere the
beet judge. of how their oWu affairs
should be ootidueted.
There's no question about it. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the best blood purifier




The Railroad Commimionersi will start
out about September 2 on their annual
tour of railroad inspections, beginning
with the Illinois Central in Kentucky.
A Reception.
The young ladies of the Christian
church will give a reception at Mrs.
Forrest Ellis' Monday evening. August
23. Every one is cordially invited. Re-
treat:orients will be served. Admission
ts.
Captured in Christian.
A telegram from Clarksville says:
"Charles Thomas and Sim Oldham,
both colored, have been captured in
Christian County, Ky.. and brought
here to jail. Oldham is wanted for lar-
molly and Thomas for housebreaking,
committed in this county."
Mew Know Their Duties.
The entire section force on this divis-
ion of the Illinois Central Railroad were
erdered to Princeton this week where
their duties; were tally explained anti all
rules governing their work and conduct
made known to them. The I. () enm•




There is a narrow strip of land em•
bracing only a few mile., in length, arid
located in Todd ju•t acme the Chine-
tian county line, that has tint had tiny
rain for three months, and then fore the
crope in that vicinity will be is total fail-
ure. It has rained often within a few
hundred yards of this territory.
Bidifor Asylum Groceries
/Ude will be received on n Ghia, gratin.
lteti sneer, 4 bble, niolaene, 5 tierces of
lard, 1 set,i) lbs. bacon, 10 boxes Green-
wich lye and 10 bags coffee to be fun.-
ished the Western Kentcsky Asylum
for the Insane, Hopkineville, Ky. Prices
to be for goons laid down at Hopkins
ville, all goods to be first-class in quali-
ty. Goods will be selected from the
lowest and beet bids, and the right is re-
served to reject any and all hide. Bids
must be handed in at First National
Bank at 10 o'clock a. m August 27.
d2t-w It. A. H. ANDERSON, Steward
Notice!
All persons holding bonds and claims
against the Hopkinsville Hotel Com-
pany are hereby notified to file same
with me at my office in Hopkineviile,
Ky., properly verified on or before the
27th day of September. 1897. This the
18th day of August, 1897.
Wieueet T. Fowleta,
Master Commissioner Christian Circuit
Court, d&w
AN OLD LAWYER DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW Mai
Nashville, Tenn., Ang.19.-Yesterday
Col. N. C.Goodlett, the oldest lawyer at
the Nashville bar, died He was seven-
ty-eight years o13, prominent in legal
and Masonic circles, was a member of
the Missouri Legislature in the 60's and
a native of this (Davidson) county. The
runeral services will be held to-morrow
MEETING HAS ENDED. AN EXCELLENT WOMAN
Rev. Forgy Elected Moderator and Pet. Fn- Death Occurred in St. Leua and Remains
qua Clerk. Have Been Brought Here.
IMPORTANT BUSINESS TRANSACTE)
The Bethel Baptist Association, which
has been in session at Salem Church in
this county since Tuesday, finally
adjourned yesterday. The attendance
has been large, and the interest great.
One of the most important trensac-
clone was the adoption of resolutions
censuring Dr. Whitsett, of the Louis-
ville Beptiet Seminary. on the ground
that his verities(/' on Baptist history are
damaging to the Church. The Associa-
tion also withdraws its support from the
Seminary as long as Dr. Whitsitt re-
mains in cherge. It may be well to Dote
in this connection, that none of the
Baptist ministers of Hopkinsville are in
sympathy with this concerted move-
ment on the pert et several of the Are"
ciations iu the State to oust Dr. Whit
from the position which he holds.
The first business was the reading of
letters and reports frein the Churches
included in the Bethel Association. All
stave two or three Churehes are repre-
sented by one or more deleguttete The
reports were about the same as last
year.
Au organization was then made, and
au election of officers for the ensuing
year was held. Rev. S. P. Forgy, of
Pembroke, was chosen Moderator, and
Prof. Fuqua, of Russellville, Clerk.
Rev, Forgy succeeds Roy. E. N. Dickeu,
of Franklin.
The morning sermon wits delivered by
Rev. P. 1. Lipsey, of Adairville. The
subject was, "The Riches of the Myatt,
rite of Christ," snit was an excellent
discourse. At the same time Rev. J. H
Barnett, of Auburn, preached to an at.
tentive and deeply interested audience
In the grove, lying adjacent to the
Church.
After dinner the report of the Execu-
tive Board was read by its Secretary,
Rev. J. A. Bennett, of Fairview. 1 his
showed that a considerable amount of
satisfactory work had been done, and
that the people in the bounds of the As-
soeiation are alive to the objects of the
missions. The report was ably discussed
by Prof. Edmund Harrison, Revs. Bow
and Cheek, Messrs. Arthur Henry, Vie•
gil Garnett and others.
A motion to suspend the regular order
of basin. as on the morning of the fol-
lowing day, in order to gain more time
in which to discuss matters pertaining
to the Orphan's Home, was carried.
Then the Whitsitt 'neater was brought
up. Rev. J. H. Burnett, of Auburn, se-
cured the floor and moved an Mimed
suspension of regular bueinese in or
that he might introduce certain Teems'.
hone. Oljections were effered, hut he
wasi, aft, r a time allowed to premed
Fle ,IT.-red a et t of reseilittioue, entelem-
natory of Dr. Whitsitt, his menagerie-et
of the Seminary, and int iating that tin
C Int Ohl* for the benefit of tie S. /bleary
be taken by the Churches in the Astesci-
eitiou hereafter until the '1 rueetties "heed
titer' quests of Kentucky Beptints to re•
move thePreeidt tit." These re solut lone
were earnestly advocated by Revs. Bur-
nett and Bow, and strongly opposed try
Rev. Lipsey alio Capt. C D. Bell. The
previous qusetion was called and thi-
put an end to the discussion and pre-
vented others from expressing their
views. The re-solutions were adopted.
with only twelve dissenting votes.
The session Wedn'tlny mon hut opened
with devotesesl exercieee, after %lash
the collection Was taken up for the Or-
phan's Home. Between fifty and sixty
dollars in cash wore secured. The roll
of Churches was called. Many agreed
to give a specified amount towards the
support of the Home, arid others prom-
ised to collect a hat they could for the
purpose. In the morning, Rev. I N
Joiuer, of Cadiz, and Rev. A. U. Boone,
of Clarksville preached. The Aesoria
tem partook of a most bountiful dinner.
the repast being so tempting that the
noon recess lasted two hours.
In the eft. rue on set mons were deliv-
ered by Revs Dickeu and Hughes In
the blueness.% meeting. r. ports on State,
Home and Foreign Missions, and of the
Woman's Central Committee, . we re
made and discussed by Revs. Crowe,
Harvy, Bow, Harris, Bennet and other..
The Aseociatioli then adjourned. Edu-
cational matters came up before the As-
sociation yesterday.
The people of the Salem vicinity ex
extended lavish hospitality to the deli-
gates and visitors. The meeting proved
to be one of the best the Beth. 1 Asseci-
ation has held.
STARVED TO DEATH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW MU)
Middlesborough, Ky., Aug. 19.-Mrs
Lena Collinsworth, of Claiborne e01141-
ty, Tennessee, died this morning from
the effects of a fifty-eight-day fast. She
starved herself to death under a vow
Slse quarreled with her husband. Tb. y
eeparatsd, and she vowed that she
I fast uutil he returned to her. Efforts o
friends and relatives to force her to eat
were of no avail.
HUNG IN JAIL.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Memphis, Tenn., Aug.-Ie.-Harvey
:Deberry, the negro who was several
I weeks ago convicted in the criminal
I court in this city of having attempted
to commit a rape upon little Leonora!
EIrman, was, according to the law of
this State, hung in the Shelby county I
jail this morning, and as is usually the
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Mr. W. S. Booth, of Hamby, was in
the city Tuesday.
Mr. L J. Purcell, of Lafayette, was
in town Tuesday.
Mr. W. A. McKenzie, of Oak Grove,
was in town Tuesday.
lilt-. Sam Howerton, of Kelsey, at-
terult d the tobacco sal. s.
Mina J• urine Ri hardson et.t to
Pembroke Tuesday to visit relatives.
Mr. and Mrs Alex Wiefree. of (Ossify,
are visiting t ,e family of Judge W. P.
Wiefree.
Mrs. Dirk Eserett and children have
returned :trio, a visit to relatives in the
Sinkiug Fork vicinity.
Mr. William E. Ragsdale has gone to
Asheville, ie. C. He has been in bud
health for sore«, time arid hopes to be
benetitteei by that climate. He was ac-
companied by his sou, Mr. Will Rags-
dale.
Mr Janice Hayes, formerly of this
city and now of Californiaes in the city
on business.
Misses Cora Rom/sell, Rosa Actions, A Ti-
nt'. Dyeue, and Mowers. Allen Riley and
V. R. Johuson, of Elkton, were in the
city hot evening.
Dr. Ryland. Prof.Fcepia, Prof. Fuqua,
Jr., Prof. Frnit, Rev E. S. Alderman,
and lire. E. 0. Garretison are attending
the Bethel Association which is in ses-
sion at Salem Church, Christian county.
-Russellville. Herald.
-.WI. • .11•.-






THE FUNERAL TAKES PLACE TO-DAY
Mlle Caroline E. Campbeq died Wed.
night at St. Louis. This announcement
will cause genuine sorrow wherever she
was knswii. Her health had been ex-
tremely bad for a long time, and about
three P moles ago she wont from her
home ei this city to Sc. Louie, where
her sop. Mr. Edward Campbell, lives, to
be treat si in a hospital. Fur several
weeks her life has been hanging by a
thread, and death came Wed. night, et
eight o' lock, to relieve her of great sat
ft-ring.
She was a daughter of the late W. D.
S. Tay:. r, of Ji fferson county, *here
her girlhood was spent. She was mar-
ried in 1s58 in Princeton to the Hon.
Edwar- P. Campbell, President of the
Bank of Hopkinsville whose death oc-
curred ill this city last year. Seven
childr- rr were the result of this union,
five of whom, E T., Walter, Charles,
Hugh end Flavius J. Campbell, bur
vive their parents.
Mrs. Campbell was an affectionate
wife, it devoted mother and a steadfast
friend. She was a most estimable wo
man, unselfish, self sacrificing and char-
itable. She was a consistent Christian
and faithful member of the Baptist
church.
The remains were brought to this
city this mein hg. Isumgel
vices will be held at three o'clock
this eftertumu at the Ism riwidenee
on Knit Seventh street, conducted by
the Rev. Charlie H. Nash. 'Iles inter




The following report is furninhed ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Durret t, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse :
Sales on our market for the week just
closed amount to 2,495e hhds.. with re-
ceipts for the same period 4,678 Wide.
Sales on our market since Jan. 1st,
amount to 110,152 hhds. Sales of the
crop of 1890 on our market to this date
amount to 94.307 Mids.
The salmi this week have included the
usual proportion of dark tobacco and
prices, itlI grader' considered, have beet,
rather more satisfactory than they were
durieg the lust two weeks.
The following quotations fairly rep.
resent our market for dark tobuccOt
1896 cry;
Trash . . $1 00 to 150
Common to medium lure. 1 75 to, 9 75
Dark Hell lugs. ex' quality 3 00 to 5 00
Mediu III t11 good leaf   554) to 9(0
Leaf of extra length  6 00 to 7 SO
Wrapi,l.ry styli*  800 to 16 'ill
1.IYK SlOt k ILIRKEr.
Rey roe' by the !sone:vele L've repel
Exechs lige. Hew bou Sioci(yarr14.
Ky , Aug. 18, 1.897.
With !ight early rec. gee (lie market
epenee steeds-. but with liberal late ar-
rivals trellis became duller arid the liner
!Eel ti wit Ii a toes of eh rut Me in
velues err in -44 grades. N%1•11 truly fail
clear,' ...re This offering's mere ninthly
feir to medium mixed cattle. No strel•
ly prime hut. he's were on sale. and roc-
redoes MI this prude. as nil 'tense ('tel-
're anti etockere, were unelpinged. Butte
ruled steady and milkers nueliseged.
Calves -With is libeled run the calf
mark. t an. steady a 6 "eats for tea..
The supply was largely reeeiton ii
quality.
Kirin. -hipping  64 IS% 4 35
Light ettipping  N <4 4 
IS
neat hi.icio•ra  ,̀..•11 414.
Snit to mock' hutehors   . 4.14 3
G. 110141111111 butcher, . 2 7:..4 3 Pe
Thin, rough steers, poor coal
mind ,...-1614 wag%
til.wa 10 "am us ..xen





Fair to good match cows . .
al 1.•• 1 l01. •
'1114., 11111111 1.014.71 
110WA.-lit-e. los of begs were litter»i
and of fair (valley. The market a-
moderately steady at yesterday's clote-
ng epintntions, tops selling at $1 10. A
good Areal and shipping di mated pretest-
ty ele ared the pens.
packing I butchers, ns
Fair to good packing. le0 to 2.151 NS 4 Iti"...41 4 10"
anus.
Liood it. extra light. lou to ipsna 4 weal 10
I-Lough*. Ifs' to 44.0 .. 
. 4 1111(4 11.Fat shoats. Ho to 150 Pt.
Sli-ep anti Lati.bre-The fairlys213117 1:4 4:ra7':.
Fat shoetta.100 lb 
Pigs, to to go a 
.. 77wit
fferings of ordinary slee p and lambs
fell on a dull market to-day. Lambs
sold down, tops real‘zing $4 flet« I85
Trashy lurdiss were hard to sell at satin-
factery prices. All grades of elite.p ex-
cept extra choice mild 10's Ite lower.
The stock ewe trade showed venue signs
of reaction, strictly choicq selling a
shade over quotations.
(mod to t es *hipping sheep 7
i0d:111.1
Fair to ;or. 0 . .... 1 wog/ 511





skip, and twitlawags per bead.. : I eilrile4: Ii
Sit wk wet h.q.*IsI
Ir: t eprinif lamina   4 04,4 tki
Fair to Willa   7544 2..




The weekly crop bulletin, of the
United States Department of Agricul-
ture, ssys of this section 44 Kent ucky :
"Although crops are not suffering yet
in this section. ixeept in the drouth
stricken district, rum would do much
toward the advancement of all stapler,
especially corn and tobacco. A steamy
imptovement in the growth of tabaevo
is r ported. ye t it is "firing" in many lo-
calitiee w here Ile, te ruperatcre during
the week went as high us 404. la W-
ere. l;f•II "ii ere* dealof tebeceo
is dl mug from wl.ut is know
n as rot
ieeppiteg is Leder head% ay mm
some counties. Worms have all eliw p-
peased. In the cure of rain extra
heavy dew are said to be helping the
growth of the plaut very munch."
I:sr:1UL IIINTs
To protect tin chiekene from hawks
coral-. them to smeller rune arid cover
W rt. netrieg or stand about tsd
shoot them. Washing soiled eggs in
warm water will nut iiiju e them. I
would not advise trussing Pylinouth
Rock with Wyaudot, as both breeds 
are
made frotu croe'ing. If you wish to im-





you feed soreness or pain toit gn1
Jonfilios'il BELLADONNA Bunn*, K. La
1 From 1 rtnacs or opmine to then- 1
I mateen -it coven' every caw% It
i is like the tote h of a soft, warm
111 heed en an aching f irehmel. 
In-
fianaaeation sweeties beneath it.
No other NJ sure and quick. Look
j to' the !hi Cross oa tile face cloth.
0 34)amsox a JOHNSON,




Celeorated for its great leavening
streneen slid healthfulness Assures the
Ostia against atum and all forms of adul-
teration common to the cheap brands
aoYAL RAKING PoWDKR co., New York.
-
hormi male on either breed. Poultry sup-
ply dealers have for sale a suitable
punch for nursing chiekings. I never
lied any trouble with pippe d eggs not
hatehing, whether they pippel on the
under or top side In fact, I riever louk
at them, but open the machines and take
out shells several times during the
hatch.-Amerieun Agriculturist.
TUE CORN CROP.
The total corn land now being culti-
vated by American farmers is an empire
in itself, double as it is the total surface
area cf Turkey in Europe, and fire
times as Lute as the whole of Greece.
It has been frequently pointed oat that
the aching price of corn has little intiu
euce upon the urea devoted to the crop.
Less than 2o per cent.of the crops leaves
tint farm iii the shape of grain the great
bulk being marketed on the hoof.,
RFP ART.
The Augint report of the Statistician
of the Departrueut of Agriculture con-
tains the following: The condition of
tobacco, taking the country as a whole,
is practically unchauged, the consolidat-
ed returns indicating 78 7 per cent. of a
full crop, as compared with 78 5 per
cent hut month anti 80.5 per cent. on
August 1, 1890. Kentucky shows a (le•
cline of :3 points, but Virginia and North
Carolina have improved their conditions
7 points and 0 points respectively.
IRRIEtiCt All ('501'.
Broker M. I) /Softies "Dur-
ing vacation I pureed throngh is large
territory of flue Tobacm farina end
tnuet say It is the moat irregular crop I
him, ton r seen in wen and ate...age-
small RA entnpared with other year. and
badly misaltig in fields."
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Whew! Wheat! Wheat!
Wanted '100 000 bushels of wheat,
will pee highest market price for
wheat delivered at Ohio Valley depot
spot cash on receipt of wheat. See
Wooldridge Sr Co.
4c H. M. WOOLDRIDGE.
July zo, '97.
For Sale.
The tract of land known as the Bacon
farm near Newstead, lately oeenpied by
J. B. Walker.enntaining about 313 acre..
This farm will be offered at private sale
until the 1st Monday in September. if
not disposed of by that time will be ead
on said day (Monday, S pt 6) to the
highest Heidi r. Areply for (ennui. &ri to
Ink F ELLIS or Jiis. Roomer.
Hard on Tobacco Men.
The Dingloy law has caused a panic
among importers of tobacco, veto de-
clare that one short paragraph lei the
new hex means a lees to them of thous-
ends of dollare every year. The para-
graph is a part of section 33 of the act
se Inch compels imperters to pay duty on
tobacm at the weight it goes into the
bonded warehouse. This takes from to-
bacco men a privilege that has for many
years been accorded to them by the tariff
laws. Under the Wilson act and pre-
vious laws importers have had their to-
bacco reweighed at the time of its with-
drawal from bonded warehouses, and on
this weight duties were collected.
The weight of tobacco is greatly re-
duced during the bonded period by evap,
oration.
When tobacco arrives from a long
ocean voyage, it is frequently insuffi-
ciently cured and has abeorbed a large
percentage of moisture. This moisture
evaporates in the warehouse. Expense
estimate that the importer eaves $25 to
$40 a bale on Sumatra and etnnetimes as
high as 470 a bale on Havavia leaf by
paying on the dried out tobacco.
Importers will now gain netteeg by de
lay, but must pay duties at $1 85 per
pound of the weiirht on their tobacco at
the time of its anneal. They estimAte
that the loss to importers in New York
alone will be $7u00,04to it
- e -
Democratic Nomination.
Democrats made their nominations in
six of the eight magisterial districts of
Christian county Saturday. The suc-
cessful candidates were: South Hop-
kiusville, S. G. Buckner, Magistrate;
W. H. West, Constable. Pembroke, W.
L Parker, Magistrate; Ben Carroll,
Constable Longview, T. M. Barker,
Magistrate; Ben Williams, Constable,
Lafayette, J. F. axon, Magistrate.
Skates Mill, Tom Dunning, Magistrate;
John Pool Constable, Fruit Hill, Da-
vid Smith, Magistrate; John Walker,
Constable.
Not Represented.
Hopkinsville is ill sot be represented
at the meeting of the Ameriean Bank-
er.' Association at Detroit. this week.
Banker's from many other cities in the
State left Monday for Detroit,
Died Suddenly,
Mrs. Mary Mantoeh, who lived near
the city, on the Canton p.ke, died end•
&lily Sunday. Funeral services were




The Hermon civil') meeting closed
Tuesday. It has been attend by thons•
ands of people and many conversions
made. Suuday there were two thous-
and people on the grounds, including
many persons from Hopkinsville.
2nd Notice.
We sent ont circulars
under date of July ist to
subscribers whose time
had expired, if you have
not attended to same




WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "CASTORIA," AND
"PITCHER'S CASTORIA," AS OUR T
RADE MARK.
I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Hyannis, Massachusetts,
was the originator of "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," the same
that has borne and doe3 now on every
bear the fac-simile signature of 'e'c , 4,440..er wrapper.
This is the original "PITCHER'S CASTORIA," which has been
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
the hind you have always bought on the
and has the signature of , wrap-
per. No one has authority from me to use my name ex-
cept The Centaur Company of which Chas. H. Fletcher is
President.
March 8, 1897.
Do Not Be Deceived.
Do not endanger the life of your child by accepting
a cheap substitute which some druggist may offer you
(because he makes a few more pennies on it), the in-
gredients of which even he does not know.
"The Kind You Have Always Bought "
L3EARE; THE FAC-SIMILE SIGN,-.TURE OF'
/ •
Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You.
Es°. B. Ceseessies.
LOWP•1”. TT .. W VONA 
GIT•
A. G LsatortAx. Beeceeemixis: CAsTLEN
A)
OY
Insuralice Company u f Liv'rpoL
I 151ORPOKATILD.
BARBLE & C•STLEM4N, (.1; 
La!:mell.
Columbia Buildin,l. L'u
Does the large-'S business in Keittneky end 
largest in the Sontbert, States and ale
the Largeat In the %voriti. Literal wed Prete
rtessive in Menagetuent.
WALTER F. GARNETT & CO., - Local A.gente
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Now Open For The Season.
GOODWIN & POOL. - PIZOPRIETORS.
This ferreous health and pleasure resort is einiatt 
d on the 0. 'V. railroad, 16
miles teem I i.rpui insville atie .4 miles troin Princeton.
The hotel siecominietetunte are uosuron-- tit Sul
phur arid Chelytente Wa-
ters, the niedieinal propa nee ot whir h at UR qtts
ilc,i alkyls het e, thew froin bold
and never-failing sprinve Fine Dalian 1 an . ri
lwaye hetet. l'eurte one at-
tention and efficient sere ice aseaued. For lates and furth
er inforinenen write to
GOODWIN & POOL, - CERULEAN SPRINGS, KY.
South Kentucky Colicge,
HOPKINSVILLE, KY'.
Forty-Eighth Year Begins Tuesday, September 7th
Three courses leading to tiegreee. '1 lie preparator
y department film fcr college
or business. 13est advantage in music. Athletics
 encouraged.
S. 5. WOOLWINE2 I A. C. KUYKENDALL,
President and Manager Girls' Depart- letecretary
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From now until september 15th we will
se 1 anything in our stock within 5 per cent. 1
of what it cost us wholesale. ,
Now is a grand opportunity to buy a $20
IN atch for $13 50.
Rogers Bros.' knives and Forks, such
RS retail for $2 25, now $1.40, and so on
throughout the whole stock.
To Raise Cash e
ClaVCS & Cody,
. .. JEWELERS ...
ILIAC Building. Main Street.
B. H. STE1F JEWELRY COMPANY,
218 and 210 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.,
JEWELERS & OPTICIANS.
Official .Tewelers to Tennesse Centen-
rid largest dealers in the South
in hie ueeet grades of
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND .EOUVENIRS.
The official Centennial Souvenir
spoons can only be obtained of them.
Ut eourse you'll want one!
...Mail Orders Solicited...
We make a specialty of fitting spec.
'aeles to ttlome needing ' helps to-read". Ey
es examined and carefully
reeled, fre$i of charge Come see tiA, and talk 
this matter over, and let as
examine ititir eves. Watches anti jewelry carefull
y rol aired.
See qur Exhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-106,




Buy lone of our celebrated Blizzard refr
igera-
tors. ii3uaranteed to keep everything fres
h and
cold. Just the thing for this hot weather. 
v ill
pay fot itself in the cost of ice.
Its Heathenish to Cook
or compel any human to use a coal sto
ve this
hot weather. Call and see our BLUE 
FLAME
oil staves for summer or winter cookin
g. Al
ways l-ev..cly. No dirt. Guaranteed to g
ive sat-
isfactlon. We also have a full line cf J
ewel
Gasoline stoves. Perfectly safe.
GEO. W. YOUNG
Opp. Hotel Lathan).
BE HEL FEMALE COLI E1.1,,
110PKINSVILLE, KENtUCKY.
S4ECT HOME SCHOOL FOR YOUNG L ‘PIES.
Sas lora. 7raz gi=.9 Cept. 
1st 1897_
Eight Xcadentie Schools. Music, Art, Elo
cution, Physical
Ten Instructors, graduates from leading 
institu-
tions% J Hot and cold wat
er. Eletitric lights. Baths.
Heath rul, accessible, well appointed. Terms 
moderate.
Catal nes at Hopper's. Address
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A TALKTO YOUNG MEN
R. rALMAGE ON THE EVILS OF GOING
•
IN DEBT.
Destructive Induencee of 'society Keep-
ing Up Appearance,- Temptations of City
Life -Dangers of the Wine ('up Christ
Um Friend of struggling Humanity.
New Yosuo Aug. 15.-Dr. Talmage
In his sermon for today shows how run-
niug into hopeless debts and skepticism
tave undone young men in town and
couutry. The text is Proverbs via, 23.
As an ox to the slaughter."
'there is nothing in the voice or man-
ter ef the butcher to indicate to the ox
t at there is death ahead. Tbe ex thinks
he is going on to a rich pastute field of
clover where all day long he will revel
in the herbaceous luxuriance, but after
awhile the men and the boys close in
upon him with sticks and atones and
shouting and drive him thretigh bars
and into a doorway, t - here be is fas-
tened. and with well aimed stroke the
ax fells him, and so the anticipation of
the redolent pasture field is completely
disappointed. $o many a young man
bag been driven on by temptation to
what he thought would be paradisiacal
auloymetit, but after awhile influrneee
With darter line stel swarthier arui
elose in upset hate awl be feels that Ina
Mead of malaria an excursion into a
garden he hats been tirisaise as all OE te
the slaughter."
Soetety to Blame.
We are apt to blame young men for
being destroyed when we ought to
blame the influences that destroy them.
Society slaughters a great many young
men by the behest: "You must keep up
appearances. Whatever be your salary,
you must dreas as well as others, you
mast give wine and brandy to as many
friends, you must smoke as costly cigars,
you must give as expensive entertain-
ments and you must live in as fashion-
able 3 boarding house. If you haven't
the money, borrow. If you can't bor-
row, make • fates entry or subtract bere
and there a bill from a bundle of bank
bills. You will only have to make the
deception a little while. In a few
months or in a year or two you can
make all right. Nobody will be hurt by
It, nobody will he the wiser. You your.
self will not be datnaged." Be that inv•
ful process 100,0(10 men have been
slaughtered for time and siaughtered
for eternity.
Suppose you borrow. There is uoth:
trig wrong about borrowing money.
There is hardly a man who bar not
sometimes borrowed money. Vast es-
tates have been built on *borrowed
dollar. But there are two kinds of bor-
rowed money, money borrowed for the
purpose of starting or keeping up legiti-
mate enterprise and expense and money
borrowed to get that which you can do
without. The first is right, the other
is wrong. If you have money enough of
your own to buy a coat, however plain,
and then you borrow money for a dan-
dy's outfit, you have taken the first rev-
s:gotten of the wheel down grade. Bor-
row for the necessities; that may be
well. Borrow for the luxuries; that
tips your prospects over in the wrong
der 'Ion.
a, le distinctly says the borrow-
er 'ant of the. lender. It is a bad
Ilia things when you have to go
dot: we other street to escape meet-
ing some one whom you owe. If young
men knew what is the despotism of be-
ing 'a debt, more of them would keep
ora f it. What did debt de for Lord
n. with a mind towering above the
• ! • :heat It induced him to take bribes
an emvict himself as a criminal be-
fie all ages. What did debt do for
Sk. Scott, broken hearted at Abbots-
fir Kept him writing until his hand
ge in paralysis to keep the sheriff
en his pictures and statuary.
Is • - a r for him if he bad minded the
maim) which be had chiseled over the
treplace at Abbotsford, "Waste not,
want Da"
Going In Debt.
The trouble is, my friends, that peo-
ple do not understand the ethics of go-
ing in debt, and that if you purchase
goods with no expectation of paying for
them, or go into debts which you can-
not meet, you steal past too much money.
If I go into a grocer's stoneend I buy
sugars and coffees and meats with no
capacity to pay for them, and no inten-
tion o/ paying for them, I am more dis-
honest than if I go ant° the store, and
when the grocer's face is turned the
other way I fill my pockets with the
articles of mercbandiee and carry off a
heel. In tbe one ease I take the wr-
en aat 's time, and I take the lime of his
nese ..ea r to transfer the goods to my
h, aa ',stole in the other ems I take
e .- of the time of the merchant, and
I . t, upon myself, and I transfer the
g. without any trouble to him. In
, a r eds, a emeak thief is not so bad
ss :. who contracts debts he never
expects to pay.
Sae in all our cities there are fami-
aaa move every May day to get
11: - • r ximity to other grocers and
:•-• et" raid spotheastrieg. They owe
ev, .:y within half u mile of where
w live, and next May they will
mme.%:• •:to a distant part of the city,
tideee a new lot of victims. Mean-
you, the honest family in the new
aae. are bothered day by day by the
, sing at the door cf disappointed
ties• • - tee butchers and dry goods deal-
ers sa. newspaper carriers, alai you are
usseei where your predecessor is. You
de et know. It was arranged you
seasied not know. Meanwhile your
re-es-seer has gone to some distant
var'be city, arid the people who
1, iss .cathing to sell have sent their
wee: and stopped there to solicit the
a • onable" custom of the new neigh-
!, r snd be, the new neighbor, with
• 1r complacency and an air of aftlu-
ea erders the finest steaks and the
h,,.: --t priced sugars and the best of
• cded halite and perhaps all the
news; rs. And the debts will keep
on accumulating until he gets his goods
on the 30th of next April In the farni-
tare cart.
No wonder that go many of our mer
chants fail in business. They are swim
ellefl into bankruptcy by these wander.
Mg Arabs, these nomads of city life.
They cheat the grocer out of the green
•ia, as which make them sick, the phy-
en, el who attend a them (tiring their
ree -ea and the undertake i who fits
teee. oat for departure from the neigh-
r od where they owe every body
w !: easy pay the debt of "attire, the
. they ever do pay.
Commercial Ethics.
Now our young men are (laming up
tit this depraved state of nommercial
maths, ItEKI-1 am eoncitons afoul tnem.
I want to warn them against being
slaughtered on the sharp edges of debt.
You want many things you. have not,
ray young friends. Ion shall have them
If you have patience and honesty and
Industry. Certain lines cf conduct al-
ways lead met to certain successes.
There is a law which centrists even
those things that seem haphazard. I
have been told by those who have ob-
served that it is possible to calculate
just bow many letters will he sent to
the dead letter office every year through
misdirection; that it is possible to cal-
culate just how many letters Will be de-
tained for lack of postage stamps through
the forgetfulness of the welders, and
that it is possible to tell just how many
people will fall in the foresee(' by slip-
ping on an orange peel. In other words,
there are no acoideut& The most insig-
nificant event you ever heard of is the
link between two eternitiesa-the eter-
nity of the past and the eternity of the
future. Head the right way, yonng
man, and you will come opt at the
right goal.
Bring me a yonng man and tell me
what his physical health is and what
his mental caliber and what his habits,
anti I will tell you what will he his
-*tiny for this world and his destiny
r 'tee world to come, and I will not
e. is a dye Losecurate prophecies out of
we All this makes me solicitous
disard to young men, and I want to
in is a them nervous in regard to the
erraction of rinpayable debts. I give
yen t paragraph from my own expe-
rt. nee..
Me first eettlement as pastor was in a
ee.el „ My salary was esto0 and a par-
e r The amount seemed enormoue
I said to myself, " What, all this
•• r a ne year!" I was afraid of getting
worldly under so ranch prosperity. I
resolved to invite all the congregation
e , my house in groups of 28 each. We
and am they were the best cou-
pes: t'ion in all the world, and we felt
• at!,. tag Was too good for them, we
pa.4a. •• 'azurite, on the table. I
ewer cow; -..k3s1t r awn, At
t
the enei of six sleuths; I Was In linen-
chit deep:dr. I found that we n4 only
hart not the surplus of Inaturiea t we
had a struggle to gut the nece • nits,
mid I learned abet every yonu matt
leenta In time to save himself n• too
late, that you must measure the . ze of
a rinnae body before you begin o cut
the cloth for his ccat. •
When a young Mill willfully net of
choice, having the couiforts of lif . goes
into the contraction of unpayahle lehts,
he knows not into what he goes. The
creditors get after the debtor, the pack
of hounds in full cry, and alas flar the
reindeer! They jingle his &torten be-
fore he gets up in the meruingt they
jingle bis doorbell after be has g ate to
bed at night. They meet him as he
comes off his front stela. Thee send
baton postal card or a It tter in ourtest
stele, telling him to pay up. Ti 'y at-
tach his goods. They want ca- 1 tar a
note at 30 days or a note en de :nal.
They call him a knave. I hey my he
lies. They want him diteepleued u the.
church. They want him turned'ant of
the hank. They come at him fro this
side and front that side and frrru be-
fore and from Li-hind and from above
awl from beneath, and he is in tilted11
arid gibbetedd  an sued 811(1 (1 itned
and morn at until he , gets the ii rvoum
tlyepepei& gets nenrelitia, gets liver
complalut, getaheart tile-see, ache con
vuleive dipander, sods deimumptioe.
NOW he ie deed, Ited tem sal, "Of
course they will lel lien elegies ' Oh,
iiii! Now they ate a ettaliful te owe
whether there are any witteetiesetay ex-
pense' at the obsequies, to acts tiller
there is any toeless handle on t e cas-
ket, to ate whether there ita any widen
plait on the shroud, to Nee whetht r the
hearse is costly or cheap, to see w tether
the flowers seue to the casket hain been
bouglIt by the family or donated, ito see
in whose name the deed to the greve is
made out. Then they ransack the:bereft
household, the books, the pictures, the
carpets, tbe chairs, the sofa, the piano,
the mattresses, the pillow on whites he
died. Cursed be debt! For tee sake of
your own happite is, for the seke of
your good morals, for the sake ea your
immortal soul, fur God's cake. Young
man, as far as possible keep out idf it!
Irreligious Vona' Men. 1
But I think more young men are
slaughtered through irreligion. Take
away a young man's religion entl you
make him the prey of evil. We allienow
that the Bible, is the only perfect stsstent
of morale New, if you want to (hammy
the young Man'e morale, take ItioeltiLle
away. How will you de that? W4T, you
will caricature his ,reverence f r the
leeripturess you will take all those inci•
dente of the Bible which can be made
mirth of - Jonah's whale, Summit's
foxes, Adam's rib. Then you wili cari-
cature eccentric Christians or incensist-
eut Christian*. Then you will pasties
your own all thoee hackneyed arg et te
against Christianity which are as told as
Tom Paine, as old sUi Voltaire, es old
as sin. Now you have captured ails Bi-
ble, and you have taken his strnngest
fortress. The way is companstively
clear, and all theegates of his sclul an,
set open in infriation to the eine of
earth and the sorrows of deatll, that
thee, may come in and drive the stake
for their encampment.
A steamer I. 500 miles from hors,
with broken rudder and lost corupass
and bulk leaking 50 gallons the hear, is
better off than a young man when you
bare robbed him of his Bible. Have
you ever noticed bow despicablyi mean
it is to take away the world's • Bible
without proposing a subsaitute. It is
meaner than to come to a sick 
in1 
n and
steal his medicine, meaner than to come
to a cripple and steal his crutch, meaner
than to come to a pauper and Weal his
crust, meaner than to come to a poor
man and burn his house down. Isis the
worst of all larcenies to steal the Bible
which has been crutch and medicine
and food and eternal home to sorany.
What a generous and 
magnat 
intone
business infidelity has gone into-this
splitting up oe lifeboats and eking
away cf fire escapes and extinguishing
of lighthouses! I conic out and Ilsay to
such people, "What are you doing all
this for?" "Oh," they say, "jute for
fun." It is such fun to see Christians
try to hold on to their Bibles! Many of
them have lost loved ones and have
been told that these is a resurrection,
and it is such fun to tell awl t' - e
will be no resurrection! Many e t..11A
have believed that Christ came t carry
the burdens and to heal the wieends of
the world, and it is such full eo tell
them they will have to be the r own
savior! Think of the meanest thing
you ever heard of, then go down 1,000
fee t underneath it, and you will find
yourself at the ton of a stairs 100 miles
tong; go to cee bottom Of the pta1rs,
and you will find a ladder 1,00G miles
long; then go . to the foot of the ladder
and look off a precipice half as:far as
from here to China, and you will find
the headquarters of the meatmeets that
would rob this world of its onle com-
fort in life, its only peace in death and
its only hope for immortality. Slaugh-
ter a young man's faith in God, and
there is not much more left to slaughter.
Parillaal and Moral Wrecks.'
Now what has become of the slaugh-
tered? Well, some of them are in tbeir
father's or mother's Itemise, broken down
in health, waiting to die; others are in
the hospital, others are in the cenietery,
or, rather, their bodied are, for t heir
souls have gone on to retribution Not
much prospect for a young main who
started life with good, health and good
education and a Clnestian example set
hitt:, and opportunity of usefulness,
who gathered all his treasures acid put
them in one box and then drooped it
into the sea.
Now, how is this wholesale slatighter
to be stopped? There is not a person
who is not interested id that (mention
The object of my sermon is treetut a
weapon in each of your hands foe your
own defense. Wait not for Yooug'Iden's
Christian associations to protect eon or
churches to protect you. 'Appealing to
God for help, stake care of yours(' f.
First, have a room sennewheee that
you can call your own. Whether it be
the back parlor of a fashionable hoard-
tug house or a room in the fourth/ story
el a cheap lodging I care not. ' Only
have that one roon your fortress Let
not the dissipater or unclean steep over
the threshold. If they come up the long
flight of stairs and knock at the door,
meet them face to face and kite ly yet
firmly refuse them admittance. Bay° a
few family portraits on the wall, if you
brought them with you from youi coup-
try home. Have a Bible on theTtand.
dIf you can afford it an can play n one,
have an instrument of music-it:up or
flute or cornet or melodeon or vidlin or
piano. Every morning before yeti leave
that room pray. *Every night after you
come home in that room pray. ;Make
that room your Gibraltar, your vas-
topol, your Mount Zion. Let t o bad
book or newgpaper come into tha room
any more than you would allow ti cobra
to coil on your table.
Take care of yourself, Nobs" else
will take care of you. Your he will
l; 
not come up two or three cr four Bights
of stairs; your help will come through
the roof, down from heaven, ,froni that
God who in the 6,000 years t! the
world's histerynever betrayed a (mug
man who tried to be good and a pees-
tiau. Let me say in regard to year ad-
verse worldly circumstances, in p ssiug,
that you are on a level now with thee()
who are dually to succeed. Ma k my
acrds, retitle man, andsthink of it 30
years from now. You 'will fin that
those who tireyeces from now a e the
millionaires of this country, who ere the
orator,' of the country, wile are the poets
of the country, who are the stront mer-
chantsth of the country, who are great
philanthropists of the country-nlighti-
eat in church and state-are this morn-
ing on a level with you, not tie inch
above, and you in straitened elrcum-
stauces now. .
Herschel earned his living by p. eying
a violin at parties, and in the inter-
stice,' of the play he would go opt and
look up at the middight heave so, the
fields of his immortal conquests. 'eorge
Stephenson rose from being the fareman
in a colliery to be the most remewned
of the wortd's engineers. No outeit, no
capital to start with! Young tiihatt, go
down to the library and get soma books
and read of what wonderful mectuinema
God gave you in your baud, ii your
foot, in your eye, in your ear, end then
ask some doctor to take you ink the
elessecting room and illustrate Ito you
what you have read about, Niel never
again commit the blasphemy: of Sayiug
you have no capital to start with.
Equipped! Why, the poorest y'aun man
im equipped as only the God f the
whole universe could afford ft' equip
him. Then his body-a very poor affair
compared with his wonderful rode-oh,
that is what makes me solicitous. I am
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It is a mother's
duty not to pass over such matters in
silence. but to promote her daughter's
womanly health and regularity by every
reasonable means.
These delicate ailments are eaily over
come in their early stages by judicious sel f-
treatment without any need of the (Amos
ious examinations which doctors uniformly
insist upon. Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip
lion is a positive specific for all diseases of
the feminine organism.
It restores perfect health and regularity
to the special functions, and vital vigor to
the nerye-centres. It is the only medicine
of its kind devised for this one purpose by
an educated. experienced physician.
During nearly ti years as chief consult-
ing physician rit' the Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute, of Buffalo, N. Y., Dr
Pierce has acquired an enviable reputation.
His medicines are everywhere recognized
as standard remedies. Ilis "Golden Mid
ieal Discovery " alternated with the " Fa-
vorite Prescription " constitutes a thorough
and scientific course of treatment for wi air
and impoverished conditions of the blood.
A headache is a symptom of constipation.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipa-
tion. promptly and permanently. They do
to,r1 11 them.
wan, because you wives so Little to do
with its I mu anxious Mend on be- ,
cause you have so much to risk amid torte
or gain.
venire sea In Greet Cities.
There is no chew ef eiareena tees se
stir my se nipathitas as yeteig . men Ii
great cities. Not quite ettittigli Saltily
to live One :Ma all the temptatione that
CoDie from that &thee Invited on all
hands to drink, and their exhausted
nervous system seetunig to deaumeel
stiumais. lheir religion caricatured by
the most of the clerks in the store Will
most of the operatives in the factory.
The rapids of temptation and death
rushinh against that 'young man 40
miles the hour, and he in a frail boat
headed up stream, with mobilet taut a
broken oar to work with. Cilia es Al-
mighty God help them they will go un-
der.
Ah, whrn I told yen to tido. care of
yourself you inisundersteoil the if you
thought I ne eta you art. to depend upon
human resolution, which nray be dis-
solved in the foam if the wine cup or
may be blown out with the first gust of
temptation. here is the. helmet, the
sword of the Lord God Almighty.
Clothe yourself in that panoply, mid
you shall not be put to confusion. Sin
ply's well neither in this world tea the
next, taut right thinking and right be-
lieving and right noting will take you
In safety through Hilo life and In trails.
port It latitigh the next.
1 meter shall fiascos a elver I heerd
youitg man melte emu, le yours ilwo,
It Was at VerY cleat prayer, but it ties
it troutandouti prayer; "0 Lord, liclp
We find it so very tautly to do ssti tug and
so herd to (In right! Lord, help us!"
That prayer, I warrant you, reached the
ear of God and reached his heart. Anil
there are 100 man who have found (at
-1,000 young men, perhaps, who have
found out-that very thing. It-is so very
easy to do wrong and so bard to do
right.
I got a letter one day, only one para-
graph, which I shall read:
"Having moved around somewhat. I
bare run across many young men of in-
telligence, ardent strivers after that
will-oethe-wiep-fortuue-and of one
of these I would speak. lie was a young
Englishman of 23 or 24 years, who
came to New York. where he bad no tee
qualutances, with barely eufficient to
keep him a couple of weeks. lie had
been tenderly reared, perimpii 1 abOtliti
say Into tenderly, and WIte 1114 us tl to
earning his living end found it ex•
I amely iii then It to seat any pieition that
he wit. (equate of tilling. Aft/ r limey
vain efforts In this directieu lie foetid
himself in n Sundae evenititz in
near your church, with Aleut toe
left of his mall capital. Providence
seemed to lead him to your door, and
he determined to go in and his you.
Ho told me his going to hear yen
that night was undoubtedly the turning
point in his life, for when lie went into
your church he felt desperate. but while
listening to your discourse his better
nature got the mastery. I truly believe
from what this young man told me that
your sounding the depths of his heart
that night Herne brought him back to his
God whom he was so near leaving."
A Great Reality.
That is the echo of niultitndes. I am
not preaching an abstraction, but a
great reality. 0 friendless young man.
0 prodigal young man, 0 broken
hearted young man, discouraged young
man, wounded young man, I conanieuil
to you Christ this day, the best friend
a man ever had! He meets you this
morning. Despise not that emotion ris-
ing iu your stout; it is divinely lifted.
Look into the face of Christ. Lift one
prayer to your father's God, to your
mother's God, and this morning get the
pardoning blessing. Now, while I
speak, you are at the forks of the road,
and this is the right road, and that is
the wrong road, and I see you start on
the right road.
One Sabbath morning at the doer of
the service I saw a gold watch of the
world renowned and deeply lamented
violinist Ole Bull. 1.41 namentlx.r he
(lied in his island bc le off the coast cf
Norway. That r el watch he inal
wound up day at. :r day through hi -
last illness, and thin he said to his coo
pauion, "Now, I want to wind t:
watch as long tie I can, and then w:it
I am gone I want you to keep it weeed
-'-'til it got sto nay friend, Dr. Delta-
......., S • d York, and then he will
keep it a eeud up until his life is erne,
and then I want the watch to go to his
young son, my especial fseed
The great musician who mere than
any other artist bad made the vieen
speak, and sing, and weep, and laugh.
and triumph-for it seemed when le
drew the bow across the strings as
all earth and heaven shivered in de-
lighted sympathy-the great musician,
in a room looking off upon the sea, and
surrounded by his favorite instruments
of music, closed his eyes in death.
While all the world wigs mourning at
his departure 16 crowded steamers fell
into line of funeral procession to carry
his body to the mainland. There were
50,000 of his cot:nitre-men gathered in
an amphitheater of the hills waiting to
hear the eulogium, and it was said
when the great orator of the day with
stentoriau voice began to imeak the 50,-
000 people on the hillsides burst into
tears. Oh, that was the close of a life
that had done so much to make the
world happy! But I have. to tell you,
young man, if you live right and (lie
right, that was a tame scene compare-el
with that which will greet you when
from the galleries of heaven the 144,-
000 shall accord with Christ in crying,
Well done, thou good and faithful
servant!" And the influences that on
earth you put in motion will go down
from generation to generation, the in-
fluences you wound up handed to your
children, and their influences wound
up and handed to their children, until
watch and clock are no more needed to
mark the progress, because time itself
shall be no longer.
The fear that our kind aets may be
received with ingrutitude should never
it ter ns from performing such acts.
Out into the Darkness.
What mother would
VIRGINIA COLLEGE
For YOUNG LADIES, Roanoke, Vs.
opens Sept. u rec, ea,. of the leading
schools for young ladles In the south. Mag-
nificent buildings, modern improve-
ments. Campus ten acres. Grand niount-
airs scoinerv in Vali. y of Virginia. famed for
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IA VERDICT AT LAST. GETTING READY
Every expectant mother has
a trying ordeal to face. If she doets not
The Jury in Dugan kl,vdei
Case Finary Agrees.
One of the most encouraginis features
of a cure made by S.S.S. (Sw o's Specific
is its permatieuey. Of all diseases, it I -
well known teat those of the blood are ;
the most obstinate, and therefore the I
most difficult to cure. The medical
professtom in fact, heve virtu ally ari• And Punishment Fixed at Taney
milted that a reel, deepseeted blood
disease is beyorid their skill. in the Peneeneasy
Of coulee, their admiesion is not nuele
in so many words, het action.; speak
louder thau won's, and their inability to
cure, after months and often yaws of
treatment, is suffice tit evidence that dis-
eases of the Itlesel cantiot be cured by
electors. Their mercurial mixtures, al-
though taken faithfully, only corer up
the symptoms of, the disease, inducing
the patient to feel that he is being cured;
but when he is sooner or later seized
with stiff joints, pain in the bones, etc.,
the evideece the doctor's pat -14wotk
conelusive. Such results' caneet he eta
pretest from the use of S. S. S. teethe
purely vegetable, coutaining tie bane-
ful mineral ingredients, it is the only
Mona remedy which act* on the trot
principle of forcing the theme*, from
the kindle); tether than
tenting de n the lienit No los* nf
11,11re Will itillit41 BO diNfel,14
nil wrecks Luta the tem of 544.
1
II. L. MVISath.
Mr. H. L. et yers,of trio hl Wherry 9' reet,
Newark, N. J.. mole the misteke of re.
lying upon remedies based upon mineral
ingreilictits, end for thr littildreda iii
dulling *Bleb invesltil newt veil only
diseppoilittneut in rentre. He says:
"1 Was afe alai with a terohle Morel
disease, which was in Spots itt first, lee
afterwards spread all over toy freely.
a These soon broke out into sores, and it
is easy to imagine the suffering I ate
du,r,
el34e.fore I lsecetne convinced that
the doctors could do no goad I hail
spent a hundred dollars, which was
really throwa needy. I then tried care
ens patent ineilictues, but they did not
reach the. disease. When I had finishes]
my first bottle of S.S.S , I was greatly
improved and was delighted with ths
Jesuit. The large re i sp:otches on my
chest began to gross, paler and smaller,
anal before long disappeared entirely. 1
rega neil. my lost weight, became strong-
er, and my appetite grew's, itupraved.
I was 54)011 entirely well, amid my skin as
clear as a piece of glass."
S.S.S. is a stare cure for all manner
of blood diseases, and disappointment
never results from its use. It is
Purely Vegetable
and one thousatel dollies be paid
for proof that it contains a particle re
mercury, potaslectrothermineral. S.S.S.
is sold by all druggists.
Valuable books on Motel and skin dis-
eases will be mailed free to all whe ad-
dress Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Pmfr.ssival &rds
ILLIAM B. N ELY,
A tiorucy-A t-Law








OFFICE over T. M
corner Main and Seventh,
OFFICE„HUULIS:1.-11 a. in., p. to,
fropkinsville, K.
4. P. CROCKETT
Attorney - at - Low.
°Met? a% it heron:Met 'arroll.
HOPKINSVILLE, • - - KENTUCKY.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Ti
HUNTER WOOD & SO.N.
A torneys- A t-1.,i .
Office in Hopoer Blew's, up emirs ore
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLF.. - • FM:TUCK)
Dr. C. II. TANi;r,
ease., le,„..7 jeie
Crown and bridge work a specialty.
Office over Itieleirel and CO's. ,
Main Se
I C. Time Table.
Corrected May 31, 1896
dr UTH
No. 1 daily
Ler. Evioare e 6 :lb a
Lv. Hendersion 7 "
Lv. Corp-ton 7 :23"
Le. Morganheld 7;55 "
Le. DeKoeen :27 "
No. 3 daily




- ft a? "
Lv. Marton 9:21 " 7.35 '
awneeton 10:21 " b 10 "
Are. llopkineville 11:30 noon 9:50 p. na
NORTH BOUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily
v. llopkinsville 5 :20 a. to. 2 :53 p
arrive 4:00
leave 4 :41
Lv. Marion 7.31 " 6:41
Lv. DeKoven b :27 " 6:27
Lv eloriranfield 9:02 " 7:12
Lv. Corydon 9 :30 " 7:41
Lv. lietelereon 9:52 " 8:07
Any, Evertsville 10:40 " 8:55
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
eoern nom)
Lv. Morganfield 9:10 a. m. 7:15 p no
Are. Uniontown 9:35 a. m. 7 p. m
SOUTH BOUND
Lv. truiontown 7:25 a. m. 5 :25 p. rt .
Arv. Morganfield 7:50 a. m. 6:50 p. tr!
LOCAL TWILIGHT TRAINS.
Lv. Princeton 7:15 a. in. daily.
Are. Hopkinsville 10:20 a, in. daily.
Ly. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. um. daily.
Art'. Prineuton 7:If p. In. daily.
B. F. Mitchell, 0. F. Ar P. A.
Evansville. Intl •





VOL! wore Tnrort. Cory,
L Colors,' Sputa, AO, M. Old Sorra
leers In Month. Hair 1.4111.10 Write COO
RILED It CO.. U07 ligneneic 'reestplemese°, M., foe _proofs of cure.. d'a•te.
I. 1111100,0: O. Worst mom curve! in







(SPECIAL TO NEW Fila
Barboureville, Ky Aug. 14 -The
jury the John Dugan murder ease
has at last brought in a vereict. Dugan ,
IS found gnety aiul the punishment is
plaeed at confinement, iu the peniten-
tiary for twenty-one years.
The littorneyie for Dugan at mare filed
melee of appeal.
The verelet of the limy' WWI 1 allrprilf.
Its this' petal°, as few vent& thmi, ),(11mt.
flutists wbula be totted wittily. Meat
eeereteely is of the 'minim' that the mil.
mg of Juliet 0. Coliem Willi all aectileut
tied that it was by DO means certain
Hint Dugan fired the fatal shot, in fact,
it seemed highly probable that Miller
was the guilty man, for the bullet taken
out of Colson weighed just 175 grains
while the ball that Dugates pistol shot
weighed 200 grains.
ENDS HIS OWN LIFE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA(
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 1.1 -John Lapp,
e wealthy ',fleeter of this city, used his
gun on himself with fatal t ffeet this
manning. None of hie friends or fami-
ly have any idea as to the newel that
prompted the deed. Arrangement,' for
the (um
FREEMAN YANDELL Stat,
iseeet Cl. NEW reel
Kuttawa, Ky , Aug. 11 - Freemau
e'andell, of the Eddyville prison y teter•
41.y filed suit in the Lyon Circuit Court
f $23,410 dam Agee against Tilford A
Braswell for alleged alienatiuu of his
wife's affection. His attorneys al W
-en & Janice. Boswell has rstaineu
Sam C. Malloy to defend him.
Yamiell originally came free Manon
Ind is a brother ef Collector )(Lindell
lie was one of the first DIPII to be ap
;minted to a place at the prism nedi r
Warden J. H. Happy. Braswel is a
young man about toe n. The scanea
eeveloped a few days ago whets a •ister
of Yandell found &imaging letter's
which had passed between Braswell
and Mr's. Yandell. tiandell premptly
discarded his wife and yeeterday filed
LARGE TOBACCO FACTORY SOLD
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Henderson, Ky , Aug 14 -Thomas
Clarke, of Liverpool, England, deeded
to the William E. Clark & Sons' Co., a
sorporation organized under Kentucky
it-we, a large tobacco plant, cot sistirg
if a to irk factory and all other equip-
ments and itnprovements for handling
tobacco. The price paid was $15,000.
Do not make your children to become
decrepal in after y are by giving them
41111 tellies containing nrsenic. Arsenic
ruins their bone and puffs them up
They look better, for a while. The an
emie finery shows its glutetly results
Dr. Bell's Perpermint Chill tonic con-
tains no arsenic. It makes stout, sound
teme It makes real flesh-health itself
It cures chills permanently.
Hopkinsville, with her ward system
gone, would be in a most deplorable
condition.
The very aepearance of Sutherland's
Eagle Eye Salve signifies that this reme-
ily is new and original in itself. It is
itianufaetured on an improved method.
The mato- miraculous cereal' of long
standing that are being areentelished
lay its use emit hasizes it's importance as
the greatest cure knew,' for any and all
lode of sore ey(e. Sold by R C Hard-
wick.
•
While there is no doubt of the fact
that gold is apprecettirg, it is ( qua:ly as
certain that it is appreciated
Burning, itching skin diseases instant
lv relieved by De Witt', Hazel Witch
Salle, unequalled for outs, laruises
horns. It heeds without leuvirg a scar
R. C. Hardwick.
The Reputliean Banner need not have
announced that it would support the
"Citizens Ticket." everybody knew in
advauce that it would.
"I crave but one ntinuttee said the
oublie epeaker in a husky voice; and
theft he took a dose of One 'Minute
Cough Cure, ane proceeded w ith his
eratory. One minute tempi, cure is un-
equalled.for throat and lung tronblee.
R. C. Harelaick
Some of the members of the -Ceti/ens
Ticket" regarded the Democratic party
as this greatest organization on earth 11!1
long as it put them on its tick, t for eity
offices. bat when it ceased to (ao so they
instantly disenven el that it was not fit
to administer to the city preeminent.
Ladles Can Wear Shoes
One size smaller aft, r using Alletee
Foot Ease, a powder to be shaken into
the shoe. It makes tight or new shoe%
feel easy: gives instant relief to corns
and bunions. It is the greatest comfort
discovery of the age. Cures end pre
vents swollen feet, blisters, rations and
eore spots. Allen's Foot Ease is a cer-
tain cure for sweatine, liot, itching feet.
At all druggists and shoe titers us, 2ec.
Trial package FISEE by mail. Address
Allen S. Olmsted, be Roy, N. Y.
If Ohio is safe for the R•puelicans, as
they claim, why have arrangements
been made to have hundreds of Repub-
lican speakers from all over the country
to stump the State far Hanna and Bush-
nell? In spite of his claims Hanna is
scared le arty ont of his shore= right libW.
Better than $100 Reward.
On rereept of ten cents cash or stamps
a generous sample will be mailed of the
most popular catarrh and hay fever
cure (Ely's Cream Balno eullicie It to
ilemonstrate its great merit. Full size
51)p.
ELY BROTHERS,
sei Warren St., New York City.
I mattered from catarrh of the worst
kind ever knee a boy, and I never hoped
for cure, butEly's Cream Balm seems
to do (Welt that. Mutiy acquaintances
hive used it with excellebt results -
(Near estrum, 15 Warree avenue, Chi-
cago, Ill.
As it is run in conneetion with the
laundry, our esteemed Seventh St. eon -
temporary ahellopkinevilleIndependent,
im familiarly celled the "Washee-
Warhee," but since its grand acrobatic
performance, its great leap from the
silver into the gold eamp, it will have to
te called the "Wishy-Washy."
fhe liver does it's
The right of injunction is beieg •
get neely for it,
there he no telling
what may happen.
L.J -Child-birth is full
of uncertainties U
Nature le not given proper :insistence. ,
Mother's Friend
Is the beat help you can use at this time.
It is a liniment, and when reaularly ap-
plied several months before baby comes,
It makes the advent easy rend nearly pain-
less It relieves' rind prevente " morning
elektiesselelnent tilc everetrnineti 111110-
ol-a, rellevett the illetendtel feeling, elent•
ens lels.e, stinhoi rinewery tepid and me%
Mitt tiny donative,' after-efTeete.
Molitor's Mead is good for only one
purpeee, vie.t to relieve usotherhood of
danger and pain.
81 p-r bottle at all drug stores, or sent
by mail on receipt of Price.
FutE Books, remaining vitleisiele inform*
lion for WOMerl, will be rent auy addreel
olpuu application to





I erne ilt eases !writhe,. Its wietarn end
i its. It 1unss up ths Nersya, Improves
Appetite, l!erkhoo the Mimi, eivor
and St,hui h.
Queen. of Tonics.
fIAE TIM COMPLEXION CLEAR.
FREE a lit-sill.' tie Of e•Monthly" Item-* kiting Pins Hint ei.dell 1144 l Is-.
For mei. lay all dealers or siailt direct
tiron receipt of prier tiy
NEW eie...Nceet men. co., Ciallaseept, Tess.
LA T.:1 ES' srtict4L R EA TMENT : Jut
eases requiring spocial (refitment, ail-
dress, giving symia:a ins, Ladies' Retail
Department. silvlor adal nook on Female
witli sitmontals free.




re A LA 0 II'
Fire arid Life
Insurance AgOtts.
Agents for I .
Old mutual Benefii Life
Of Newark, New Jersey.
See their new contract
Ever) thing in the contract.
Leans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....




Extracted without pain for
50 cents with vitalized air.
A FULL SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth inserted w i t o u t
plate.
Old and Broken Down
Natural teeth made as good
as new. Crown and bridge
work a specialty. All
work guaranteed itt
Baltimoh Dotal Parlois,
Summers IN ildi ng,
Hopkinsvine, Ky.
Dr. T. F. Stanton
Hag opened a branch cf his Veterinary
Hospital and horse-shoeing shop on
Eighth Street, opposite. W. T. Boute's
carriage shop, Hopkinsville. Ky., a-here
hem is now ready to serve the public.
SKILLED MECHANICS,
who have been in his ems loy• for years,
shoe anything from a race horse to a
mule.
NEW SHOES Vie E ti
TERMS :-Cash or monthly contracts
THE SHORT LINE
to Cincinnati, lemisville, St. Louis,
Cairo, Memphis, Vieldburg and New
Orleans, making direct connectiou for
points in Arkansas, le xits, California
15 tail
All Points in the
West and Southwest.
Through sleepers and free reclining
ellait cars from Prineeto Memphis,
New ()ileum' and intermediate points.
E. M. Sinotwoop, Ai, le
Hopkineville, Ky.
W. A. Kvie.oele A. 0. P. A ,
Louieville, Ky.,
A. H. Heesen, G. P. A.,
Chicago, Ill.
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTII BOUND.,
No. 55 Acconedation departs 5:30 a. m.
" b3 Fast line  " 6:07 a. ne
" Mail  " 5:13 p.
" 91 New Orleans him. " 8:16 p.
Nowrit.
52 Chicago & St. Louis lim. 9:41 m. I
92 Mail  10:31 a. in.
54 Fast line  9:53 p. m.




is health. The secret ofhealth Is
the power to dige anti assim-
ilate a proper (Inanity 01 fowl.
This can never be done wile':
not act part.
greatly abused in Penusylvania at pref. Do you know this?
emit.
Tu.t's Liver !ills arc im abso-
: ute curs,' lundAche, dys-
sonrstotrach, tralari
coistipation, torpid liver, piles.
bilious fever, bilious
rtes:; and kindred (Eseases.
CASTOR IA








18PaCIAL TO NEW ERA)
Louisville, Ky., Aug. l6.-Challengee
!or joint debates with the other (Amide
dates for Cleik of the Court of Appeals
have been sent for Mr. Joe Parker tay
the Popuest State Cacteal Cotnntittee.
Mr. Perker was fienk enough to say
that he had no hope of make Pepulot
recruits from_ the Boltocrets leotaudi
tbey are renegades and tilied to all
reason. His is specially desdrous of
meeting the Democratic nominee on the
stump, IS0 be say&
FIFTY DROWNED.
[SPECIAL Ty NEW ERA [
Ni-as' York, Aug. lee-A cablego m a
from Breslau, says that a large ate-am
boat coming up the Oder river went to
the bottom near that place tide meriting
and that fifty lives were lost. '1 lie boat
went down so quickly that it was im-
possible to Pave more their half the pea
sengers on board Bud the y were ouly
clit- I'11 With the greateet difficulty.
The boat wets baking a large exonnonn
ty Ilreelnu awl was elnitat iti 'eget '
if this-' w hot( se lion Mtn se mit (tow th, Thp
Wail up lite Oldati fiver
just entered the Oder, Ili- jecitiutt being
iu sight of this city.
KILLED TEN.
!SPECIAL Ti) NEW 1:11A I
Savannah, Ga., Aug 16.-A locomea
tire carrying ten people this morning
went through,Ty-bee trestle on the Sa-
vannah, Florida & Western railroad
and killed everybody aboard. The trestle
had not leen regarded as unsafe, but it ik
cave way without any warning what- F.I,
ever and the locomotive fell to the
eround below with terrific force.
SO
'urge packa




the worWs best CIPSP.KK
grruLe• ectitu 1:11) 1114 uouJd
'errs. Made Dui) by
:P It'ct
sie La
THE N. K. IP 411111ANK COMPANT,
Chicago, St. Lou New YOik, Boston. rhiladelobin
_
Vol% to Find Out
Fill a bottle or ermittion gine* with
emu, and let it etatel twelity.four
'lours; a P101111111Int Of
Ulllirillthy tumdition of the kidneys.
When urine stains linen it id
evidence of kidney trouble. Too fre-
quent &afros nrinate or pain in the
hack, is also couvincing proof that the
kidneys and bladder are out of order.
WHAT TO DO.
There is comfort in the knoeledge
eften expreesed, that Dr, l< iltnur -
'w-Roet, the great kidney remedy
fulfills every wish in relieving pain am
ihe back, kidneys, liver, bladder amid
'very part of the urinary passages. It
,.orreets 'liability to hold unu arid
lig pain in passing it, or bad effects foie
lowine rise of liquor, wine or beer, and
overeomes that unplcateant no-west-ay of
being aouipetled to get up 'many times
luring the night to urinate. The mild
and tile extraordinary effect of Swamp.
Root is soon realized. It stands the
highestfor its wonderful cures of the
the most distaessing cas, P. If you need
a medicine you should have the best.
Sol I by druggists( price fifty cents and
one dollar. You nifty have a sample
bottle and pamphlet both sent free by
!nail. Mention NEW ERA and Fend
your addrese to Dr. Kilmer etc Co., Bing-
hampton, N. Y. The proprietors of this
paper guarantee the genuineness of this
offer.
The political cloud bangles; over
Ohio at present has a silver lining from
one end to the other.
The monstrous taxetion system of
Spain necessarily leads to anarchy. The
aple are not taxed, they're roatesel.
The people of Elopkinsville will hard-
ly go back on the men and the party
that made the city what it is to (lay.
on't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your
Life Away.
If you want to quit tobacco using cae
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
magnetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bar., the wonder-worker,
that makes as-oak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten days. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, under guarantee to cure, 50c
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Tlic New Era's Free Trip
lo The Nashville  Cale nnial
• ,V I', NA sill also any tit r
• , boy or 0,1, who will bring us
Fight New Subertibeta to the
1%.ee4ly New Era at *100 per year
CAill IN ADVANCE,
a Round Trip Ticket to Nashville..
Tenn . Ticket to Eaporliteon sed
tranigarrtation from eily to grounds
aud return. This is a great chance
for you to
S the Centennial Free
f cost. (lo to week aud be one of
the fleet to go You can get these
eubscribere in a (14).8 work.
'line offer holds good Illor two
nunithe We will lake these sub-
eerptions one et a tame tiOd credit
















ill work to y ur interest in secui ing
t mat kot price.
W. G. WHEELE




FIRE-PR OF TV-1RE HOUSE. Car. liussellville and
Railroad Streets.
EfOPIC iN VILL10, - - KEN: IICKY.
Liberal Advances on Coesignmenta.
11 Tobacco !wet us Covered by Insurance.
M. H. NET, ON.
ge or New York. a I f( I SViir
free Ad Sterling Remedy Co., Chica
The Nicaragua canal should be con
structed by private capital, but Uncle a . was,
Sam must not have anything to do with _A E Lk 0 & NELSON, PROPR S.\ T 9 as





Cor. Railroad & 11th Sts.
Everybody Say Se-.
Omit-carets Candy Cathartic, the most
wonderful medical discovery of the age,
pleasant and refreshing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
Repel colas, cure headache, fever, hab•
ens' constipation and bilionsnese.
Noisier. buy and try a box of 0. C. C. to-
day; 10, 25, 50 cents Sold and guaran-
teed to cure by all druggists.
Astounding as it sounds, it is a fact
nevertheless that, though Governor
Bradley has been in office only eighteen
months, he has pardoned mealy e01
convicts out of the Kentucky peniten-
tariee, says the St. Louis Republic,
R h re mittens Cured In a Day.
"Mvstie (hire" for Rbeurnatiem and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 1 days
Its action upon the sysfem is remarkatee
and myeteroue. It removes at once the
^mole and the disease immediately dig
appears. The first dose wreath. benefits:
75 cents' Sold by R. 0. Hardwire Drug-
ged Hopelmortlle.
Recent developments show that in
the popular designetion of the Sultan
one letter has meat certainly been omit-
ted. Instead of calling him "the sick
man of Europe" he ought to he called
"the slick man of Europe," for he has
so far on.witted all of the great powers.
Dena nom:Pate von etorratteh with tens
and bitter herbs. but regnlate your liver
and Pick headache by using those fa-
mous little pills known as De Wilt'.
Little Early Risers. It C. Hardsreck.
_ a
fee cream sold in London streets tans
been found to c ntain 7,000.00n inieroles
to each cubic centimeter. It is said that
more than 1.417.213 microbe,' to the
cubic centimeter are unhealthy. The
only safeeplan is to always count them
before eating
It heals everything eyelet it broken
heart. may be said of De Witt's' Witch
linzel Smiles.. Piles and rectal diseases,
(ante. burne. bruise.. tatter, eczema and
all skin troubles may be sewed by it
q niekly and permanently. R C. Hard-
wit-k,
Tlu- United States has 181.717 miles of
railway, Europe has 155.2144 miles, We.
would ocenpy the leading position in the
commercial weed if our ocean trans-
portation lines corresponded someahat
with our rail transpnt tenon system.
------- --
There is a time for everrthinv; and
the time to attend to a eat is when it
starts. Don't wait till von have roe-
sumption but prevent it le- using One
Minute Cough Cure, the greet remedy
for coughs. eolde. emun, bronchitie and
all throat and lung troubles. It. C.
Hardwick.
The Hookinsville Independent says
that the out-la' idea in putting out the
"Citizens Ticket" is to take the city
government out of the hands of the city
politicians and turn it over to her busi-
ness men. Well, that's good! There
are DO iroliticians riti the "citizens Wiser.
et," oh, to, no pir I tieiane Here
1 Jahn COftiii. (if at iesseille„ (1., own:
i "I Tier, r liv• d a der f. r thirty a Psi,
a without sufferieg Homy. Mail s VOX a
DA Wilt's Wit-oh Ilseel Sebes cured thy
piles " For pulse and vela] trotibles,
'cuts, bruiees, spratina eczeten and all
akin troubles De Wit-'. Witch Hazel
Salve is um qualltd• R. 0. Hardwick, 4
Tibacco Commission Merchants.
Person 1 attention to the inspection of Tobacco. Stable
for teams.
T. C. IIANBE Y.
p ORES' WARLIME
HANBERY & SHRYER, Prop'rs,
Pai Ft et Be tween T(n`h




ful atteption given to samphrg and selling all tobacco con.

















's Warehouse, Railroad St.13t..: 9th & 10th
Attention to the Inspection and Sale
of Each Hogshead.
U. XL '917 me 113E.117
liendrick&Ruivon





CL.4RKSV L E, - TEX*
('it the patronage of all who have Tobacco to
storage to shippers? Cash advances made on
J. C. KENDRICK, Salesman,
J. M. BUCKN
Preside
R, SR , N. L. BUCKNER S F. MURRELL
Vice-Preeid t. c. Treas.
SUCK R
()bac o Warehouse Company.
311-319 Chapel St., bet. Itloin and-Illarket.
WP MIC. 3r
Special tete-lei 0 givt n to private sales. Four months storage free. Independ,
chit warehoura, lark your hogsheads -Buckner Warehouse"
ESENTILD By BEN C. BOYD, CUILISTIAll, 00VETT.11111111
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